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PROCESSES IN THE CULEBRA DOLOMITE MEMBER,

RUSTLER FORMATION

Robert M. Holt
Holt Hydrogeology

17 Sunset Blvd.
Placitas, NM 87043

ABSTRACT

The Culebra Dolomite Member of the Rustler Formation represents a possible pathway for
contaminants from the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) underground repository to the
accessible environment. The Culebra is an intensely fractured medium that displays several

scales of fracturing. The vertical distribution of both fractures and porosity in the Culebra is

heterogeneous. Two types of porosity are present within fracture-bounded blocks. The geologic

character of the Culebra is consistent with a double-porosity, multiple-rate model for transport in
which the medium is conceptualized as consisting of advective porosity, where solutes are
carried by the groundwater flow, and fracture-bounded zones of diffusive porosity, where solutes
move through slow advection or diffusion. As the advective travel length or travel time

increases, the nature of transport within a double-porosity medium changes. At small length and
time scales, solutes will not have enough time to diffuse or be slowly advected into diffusive
porosity, and solute plumes will reflect transport in the advective porosity on]y. As the length
and time scales increase, solutes will have enough time to access the diffusive porosity via
diffusion or slow advection, and solute plumes will be physically retarded. At a very large length
and time scale, all diffusive porosity will participate in the transport processes, because solutes
have time to diffuse or slowly advect into and out of diffusive porosity. This behavior is
important for chemical sorption, because the specific surface area per unit mass of the diffusive
porosity is much greater than in the advective porosity. Culebra transport experiments conducted
at two different length scales show behavior consistent with a multiple-rate, double-porosity
conceptual model for Culebra transport. Tracer tests conducted on intact core samples from the
Culebra show no evidence of significant diffusion, suggesting that at the core scale the Culebra
can be modeled as a single-porosity medium where only the advective porosity participates in
transport. Field tracer tests conducted in the Culebra show strong double-porosity behavior that
is best explained using a multiple-rate model. At larger length and time scales (e.g., a regional
scale), it is likely that the Culebra transport can be modeled adequately using a double-porosity,
single-rate model with a large apparent advective porosity.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Transport processes within the Culebra Dolomite Member of the Rustier Formation are
important because the Culebra is a potential pathway for contaminants from the Waste Isolation
Pilot Plant (WIPP) underground repository to the accessible environment. Because it is the most
transmissive geologic unit overlying the WIPP, the Culebra has been the subject of extensive
geologic and hydrologic investigations since 1977, and Culebra dolomite has long been
recognized as a fractured medium. Within a fractured geologic material, such as the Culebra,
pore space is present in both the interconnected network of fractures and the blocks of geologic
medium. In the Culebra, this relationship is further complicated because several scales of
fracturing are present (Holt and Powers, 1988; Beauheim and Holt, 1990), and several types of
porosity occur within the fracture-bounded blocks. In addition, fractures may not be the only
advective transport path in the Culebra, as interbeds of poorly cemented, silty dolomite may
actively participate in advective transport of solutes. Furthermore, diffusion and slow advection
into the fracture-bounded blocks of dolomite may significantly affect solute transport in the
Culebra.

In a medium as complex as the Culebra, the processes controlling contaminant transport
are too complicated to be represented adequately at all scales by a simple conceptual model. The
geology must be characterized in detail; the geologic processes that led to the observed porosity
distribution must be understood; and geologic features must be conceptually connected to the
physical processes that may control transport within the Culebra. Once the connection between
physical processes and the medium has been established, a meani.~gful mathematical
representation of the medium can be constructed.

The objective of this work is to develop a conceptual model for flow and transport
processes in the Culebra that is consistent with both geologic and hydrologic observations.
Therefore, the current understanding of the geologic and hydrologic character of the Culebra is
reviewed. The types of porosity that have been observed in the Culebra are characterized, and
these porosity types are connected to transport processes (e.g., advection or diffusion) that may
be important in the Culebra. Once the hydrogeologic framework of the Culebra is established,
expected transport processes are explored conceptually.

A multiple-rate, double-porosity transport model preserves the physical behavior
anticipated for Culebra transport processes, and it represents the simplest mathematical
conceptualization of Culebra transport processes that can be applied at all scales. At very small
or very large time or length scales, however, the mathematical representation of Culebra transport
can be further simplified, and a single-porosity model or a physically-retarded, single-porosity
model can adequately describe the arrival of transported solutes. The critical scales at which
these simplified models can apply are estimated for the H-19 hydropad using a dimensionless
ratio of a characteristic time for advective transport versus a characteristic time for diffusion

(Darnkohler Type I number). Finally, field and laboratory experiments of transport in Culebra
rocks are reviewed.

1.1 Culebra Stratigraphy

In the vicinity of the WIPP site, the Culebra Dolomite Member is the most transmissive
unit in the Rustler Formation. It is underlain by a mudstone unit, M-2 of Holt and Powers
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(1988), and overlain by anhydrite, A-2 of Holt and Powers (1988). The Culebra is a regionally
persistent markerbed within the Rustler that occupies an area greater than 25,000 krnz (Figure 1-
1). Because the depositional margins of the Culebra have been removed by erosion processes,
the original depositional extent of the Culebra is unknown. It is likely that the Culebra originally
occupied an area approaching 100,000 kmz. Because the scale of the Culebra depositional system
was so large, facies tracts within the Culebra depositional system were at a scale much larger
than the general WIPP study area, which is less than 1,000 km~ (Holt and Powers, 1988). The
vertical character of the Culebra changes little across most of the WIPP area (Holt and Powers.
1988; Beauheim and Holt, 1990).

Spatial variations in Culebra units within the WIPP area are confined to post-depositional
features including fractures and the distribution of gypsum cements. The amount of fracturing
present within the Culebra has been qualitatively shown to increase from east to west across the
WIPP area (Holt and Powers, 1988; Beauheim and Holt, 1990)

Geologic units described in the WIPP shafts are recognizable in cores from throughout
the WIPP region. On the basis of shaft descriptions (Holt and Powers, 1984; 1986; 1990), core
descriptions (Holt and Powers, 1988; Holt, 1996), and RaaX (borehole) video logs, the Culebra
can be subdivided broadly into four distinct Culebra units (CU) (Figure 1-2), which can be
identified in the subsurface across the entire WIPP area. The middle two Culebra units (CU-2
and CU-3) have a similar character and often are not recovered during coring. In the following
discussion, the geologic character of each Culebra unit is discussed.

1.1.1 Culebra Unit 1

The uppermost unit in the Culebra, CU-1 (Figure 1-2), corresponds to air intake shaft
(AIS) mapping units 1 and 2 (Holt and Powers, 1990). Its thickness ranges from 2.5 m to 3.2 m
and averages 3.0 m in the WIPP area (Table 1-1). CU- 1 consists of well-indurated,
microcrystalline dolomite. CU- 1 is more massively bedded than the underlying units, and strata
within the beds are generally parallel. Some burrows are present, and bioturbation becomes less
common upward. Several areally persistent zones showing cryptalgal layering occur within the
upper part of CU- 1, and many cores show dark brown-stained, bedding-plane separations in the
vicinity of these features. Laminae of poorly cemented, silt- to clay-size (silty) dolomite are rare
at the base and become more common upward; they are flat with minor undulations along the
contacts. Core often separates along these interlaminate. The upper 0.3 to 0.6 m of CU- 1
consists of partially cemented silty dolomite with cryptalgal layering, This zone may also contain
oolites or coated grains. The top of the Culebra is often marked with organic-rich, crinkled
“algal” laminae or stromatolitic mounds (Holt and Powers, 1984; 1988). Fractures are less
common than in lower units and are usually parallel to bedding planes or may propagate
subvertically from bedding plane to bedding plane. At the AIS, CU- 1 is bisected by several
synsedimentary reverse faults. These faults originate along slumped zones at the conr~ct between
the unnamed lower member and the base of the Culebra and may show up to 1.5 m of throw
(Holt and Powers, 1990). Overlying dolomite beds thicken over the displaced section and have
flat upper surfaces showing no displacement. Dark brown stains occur along the faulted surfaces.
CU- 1 usually contains very few large vugs, although microvugs are common and frequently
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Figure 1-1. Approximate areal extent of the Culebra Dolomite Member of the Rustler Formation.
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Table 1-1. Compilation of Culebra Unit Thickness Data

Well CU-1 Thickness CU-2 + CU-3 CU-4 Thickness Total
(m) Thickness (m) (m) Thickness (m)

WIPP 19’ 3.20 2.71 1.40 7.31

DOE-2 ‘ 2.99 2.56 1.34 6.89

H-5b1 2.83

H-lOC] -4.27 -2.44 -2.23 -8.93

H-121 3.32 3.02 1.6764 80~

H-151 2.93 -1.98 -1.56 6.71

H-171 3.14 2.62 1.86 7.62

H-18’ 2.53 3.02 1.43 6.98

H-19 (Avg.)z 2.99 2.68 1.52 7.19

H-3b33 2.99

H-6bs 3.02

H-113 3.02

Waste handling 3.20 6.71
shaft4

Exhaust shafts 3.20 6.86

Air intake shaftG 2.59 3.05 1.68 7.32

Average 2.99* 2.80* 1.55* 7.35*I7 39**.-

Averageva]uesmarkedby *reflectonly thosedatathatarenotanapproximation(indicatedby -). The total
averagethicknessvaluemarkedby *is thesumof theaveragethicknessesfor eachunit. The totalaverage
thicknessvaluemarkedby ● *is theaverageof thetotalthicknessvalues.
1Dataderivedfrompreviouslyunpublishedcore descriptionsby HoltandPowers(Holt. 1996).
2Dataareaveragevaluesfor theH-19hydropadandarederivedfromTableA- 1of Holt(1996). CU-2, CU-3,
andCU-4 thicknessvaluesreflectcore averages,andCU-1datareflectRaaXaverages.
sDatafrom interpretationsof RaaXlogs. The valuesfor CU-1fromtheH-11hydropadareanaverageof the
thicknessesinterpretedfrom H-1lb2 (3.14 m). H-l lb3 (2.96 m), andH-11M (2.96 m).
‘ Datafrom HoltandPowers(1984).
sDatafromHoltandPowers( 1986).
‘ Datafrom HoltandPowers( 1990).

occur in zones that parallel stratification. Poikilotopic gypsum cements typically fill some vugs,
rnicrovugs, and fractures. The upper contact of the Culebra is sharp and distinct.

1.1.2 Culebra Unit 2

The second Culebra unit, CU-2 (Figure 1-2), ranges in thickness from 1.4 m to 1.8 m
where it has been uniquely identified in cores and shafts (Table 1-1). It corresponds to AIS
mapping unit 3a, is intensely fractured, and was described by Holt and Powers (1990) as a
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packbreccia. The term packbreccia (Morrow, 1982) refers to a highly broken rock with limited
rotation of the broken pieces. The portions of the Culebra classified as packbreccia appear
similar to a jigsaw puzzle with all of the pieces placed in the correct place, but not interlocked.
Intact pieces of dolomite show laminations and thin beds with some cross-cutting relationships.
Strata are mostly parallel and flat, although some low-angle cross-stratification, ripple cross-
larninae, and ripple forms are preserved. Interbeds of silty dolomite from 1 cm to 7 cm thick
become more abundant near the top of CU-2. Subhorizontal burrows, up to 5 cm long and 1 cm
in diameter, occur within well-indurated dolomite. Small-scale, soft-sediment deformation is
locally abundant because strata are slumped, sheared, and disrupted to varying degrees. Near the
base, silty dolomite strata are typically disrupted and may form irregular masses. Vugs and
gypsum nodules, to 7 cm in diameter, are locally abundant in CU-2. In places, these vugs give
the unit a honeycombed appearance and disrupt and disconnect strata. The margins of some
nodules and vugs show soft-sediment displacement and may exhibit concentric zoning of darker
material within the dolomite around their margins. Many vugs are partially to completely
collapsed. Nearly all vugs are interconnected by fractures. Zones of large vugs may follow
bedding planes. Where these vugs are open and have collapsed, zones of breccia parallel
stratification. Open and gypsum-filled, subvertical fractures to 0.2 cm wide extend from vug to
vug, originate along bedding planes, and bound collapsed vugs. Most of these fractures are less
than 5 cm long and are spaced from 0.5 to 5 cm apart. Fracture surfaces are frequently stained
orange or dark brown. The upper contact of CU-2 is gradational to diffuse.

1.1.3 Culetxa Unit 3

The third unit in the Culebra, CU-3 (Figure 1-2), is between 1.0 m and 1.5 m thick (Table
1-1). It conesponds to AIS mapping unit 3b. CU-3 is generally thin] y laminated to very thinly
bedded with low-angle cross-laminae, cross-cutting relationships, and wavy to lenticular bedding
(Holt and Powers, 1990). Soft-sediment disruption is common, and strata are slumped,
disrupted, sheared, and displaced causing some interbeds to become very discontinuous. Vertical
displacement from soft-sediment deformation, however, rarely exceeds 5 cm. Laminae and very
thin beds of silty dolomite are irregular, highly discontinuous, and deformed. Individual irregular
masses of silty dolomite are displaced downward from their original position by soft-sediment
slumping. Large (up to 5 cm diameter) vugs and gypsum nodules are common. In some
locations (e.g., the AIS) microvugs are common. Some vugs have collapsed, causing locally
intense fracturing. At the AIS, Holt and Powers (1990) describe CU-3 as a packbreccla because

of its extremely fractured appearance.
In Culebra cores, intact pieces of CU-3 are rare; this interval is typically crushed or

unrecovered. Crushed core consists of blocks of well-indurated, microcrystalline dolomite with
abundant silt- to clay-size dolomite flour. Crushed blocks range in size from < 1 cm to -10 cm
on a side. The dolomite flour is probably derived from silty dolomite interbeds. Photographs of
CU-3 core (e.g., core from the H- 19 hydropad), prior to its removal from the core barrel, also
show that the unit is intensely fractured. Fractures are subvertical to vertical. often occur in a
semi-radial fashion emanating from the tops of collapsed vugs, and frequently occur between
vugs, nodules, and deformed silty dolomite interbeds. Fractures are spaced several centimeters
apart and typically extend less than 5 cm. Fracture surfaces commonly display an orange or dark
brown stain.
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1.1.4 Culebra Unit 4

The lowermost Culebra unit, CU-4 (Figure 1-2), corresponds to AIS mapping units 3C
and 4. This unit is typically between 1.4 m and 1.9 m thick (Table 1-1), and its average thickness
is 1.6 m in the WIPP area. The lower contact of CU-4 is irregular and undulatory. with
undulations up to 1.0 m in WIPP shafts (Holt and Powers, 1986; 1990). The lowermost 15 cm to
30 cm consists of thinly laminated to laminated dolornicrite with thin argillaceous partings. The
structure of these larninae mimics the lower contact. Where the undulations at the lower contact
are most extreme, the laminated dolomite is often brecciated (Holt and Powers, 1986). The
remainder of CU-4 is thinly laminated to very thinly bedded. These strata are mostly flat to wavy
and show low-angle, cross-cutting relationships and some hummocky cross-stratification. Strata
are downwarped where undulations occur at the base of CU-4 (Holt and Powers, 1990). Near the
top of CU-4, several interlaminate of silty dolomite occur. These interbeds show moderate
amounts of soft-sediment deformation. Large gypsum nodules and vugs (up to 8 cm in diameter)
may occur in the lower 30 cm of this zone. Some of these nodules and vugs show evidence of
collapse. Gypsum-filled, subvertical fractures connected with angular, gypsum-filled pore spaces
are preserved in some cores. The shapes of these features are consistent with minor downward
displacement with horizontal extension. Cores of CU-4 often separate along bedding planes
(spaced 6 cm to 30 cm) showing orange or dark brown stains. Gypsum-filled or open,
subvertical fractures also showing dark brown or orange stains terminate at these bedding planes.
Small, open vugs (<3 mm) are common in CU-4 and appear to be concentrated in the vicinity of
bedding-plane patiings. The upper contact of CU-4 is gradational in WIPP shafts and marked by
brecciation in cores.

1.2 Sulfate Minerals in the Culebra

Sulfate minerals (gypsum or anhydrite) are found within nodules and as secondary
cements in vugs, fractures, intercrystalline pore spaces, and interparticle porosity. The
distribution of sulfate cements within the Culebra exhibits a clear pattern east to west across the
WIPP area (Beauheim and Holt, 1990). The following discussion is based on observations of
WIPP core (Holt and Powers, 1988; Holt, 1996), shafts (Holt and Powers, 1984; 1986; 1990),
and Culebra thin sections (Holt, 1996).

In the eastern part of the WIPP area, nodules contain gypsum and anhydrite. Anhydrite
typically forms a microcrystalline core in nodules and consists of blocky crystals 5 to 25 microns

(yin) across that show varying amounts of replacement by gypsum. Gypsum occurs along the
outer margins of the nodules and usually displays a fibrous crystal habit. Fibrous gypsum within
nodules is more porous than anhydrite and is often penetrated by the blue epoxy in impregnated
thin sections. Some gypsum crystals are poikilotopic and completely surround zones of
anyhydrite crystals. Rims of dark materiai occur along some contacts between gypsum and
anhydrite. Some nodules contain separate zones, or domains, of gypsum separated by thin rims
of dark material. These features appear similar to coalesced gypsum nodules found in modern
saline mudflat deposits. Open and fibrous to poikilotopic gypsum-filled fractures (40 jtm to 50

~m wide) intersect the nodules.
In the eastern region, many fractures in the Culebra are filled with fibrous gypsum, and

some fibrous gypsum contains relict laths of anhydrite. Anhydrite crystal laths and lath-shaped
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molds less than 2 mm across are associated with dark-brown, finely-crystalline, argillaceous
dolomite. Many “microvugs” are molds of anhydrite laths. Often lath-shaped molds are found
within larninae of argillaceous dolomite. Occasionally, they coalesce into groups. Gypsum
occasionally fills molds of anhydrite laths, indicating replacement or when the gypsum is in
optical continuity with adjacent fractures or lath-fillings (poikilotopic pore filling).

In the central part of the WIPP area, nodules contain only gypsum (Plate 1-1), and the
sulfate within some nodules has been removed, leaving vuggy porosity. Some of the nodules
show fibrous gypsum crystals surrounding several larger gypsum crystals at the center. In some
cases, gypsum in adjacent fractures and vugs may be in optical continuity with the coarser
gypsum in the center. In other cases, nodules may contain a single poikilotopic crystal that is in
optical continuity with adjacent fractures and vugs. Westward, poikilotopic cements and fracture
fillings become more common. Some open vugs and gypsum nodules show evidence of partial
to complete collapse (Plate 1-2). Fractures are commonly filled with large poikilotopic gypsum
crystals that show optical continuity with gypsum in adjacent fractures and vugs (Plates 1-3 and
1-4).

In the western and southern part of the WIPP area, gypsum is rare, and open vugs are
common. Many of the larger vugs show evidence of collapse, and fractures do not contain
gypsum fillings. Within Nash Draw, some fractures show subhedral to euhedral, medium- to
coarsely-crystalline, calcite crystal linings.

In summary, anhydrite nodules and crystals are partially replaced by gypsum, and
fractures contain fibrous, antitaxial gypsum fillings in the eastern part of the WIPP region.
I“xther west, all s~lfate consists of gypsum; poikilotopic gypsum cements become more
common; and gypsum fracture fillings, cements, and vug fillings are partially to completely
dissolved, Continuing west, little gypsum is present, large vugs and closely spaced groups of
smaller vugs are collapsed, and fractures are open to their full aperature. In the western-most
part of the region, no gypsum occurs.

The overall areal pattern of sulfate cements can be inferred by the percentage of natural,
fractures filled with gypsum (Figure 1-3) (Beauheim and Holt, 1990). Fracture data for Figure
5-16 were collected from cores by counting the numbers of filled and open natural fractures
intersected by a scan line. The most important feature in Figure 1-3, the zone containing few
gypsum filled fractures, is in the southern part of the WIPP site. This feature corresponds
roughly to reported high transmissivities in the Culebra (see Section 1.4).

1.3 Geologic History of the Culebra

The geologic history of the Culebra has been described by Holt (1988), Holt and Powers
(1988), Powers and Holt ( 1990), and Beauheim and Holt (1990). The following interpretation is
consistent with their interpretations, but reflects minor revisions resulting from the collection of
additional WIPP cores, recent studies of the regional geology (Powers and I-iolt, 1995a; 1995b),
and advances in the field of evaporite sedimentology (e.g., Holt, 1993).

Culebra sediments were deposited in lagoonal environments that developed following a
transgression of marine waters over salt-pan and saline-mudflat sediments (Holt and Powers,
1988). After the transgression, marine waters dissolved and reworked salt-pan sediments (Figure
1-4, T 1), and Culebra sediments began to accumulate on a very unstable substrate (Figure 1-4,
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Plate1-1. GypsumnoduleinCulebradolomite.
Gypsum-filledfracturesoriginateatthetopof the
nodule. Note subvertical open fracturenearcenter
of core. Corewidthis -5 cm.

Plate1-2. PartiallycollapsedvugsinCulebra
dolomitecontainingpoikilotopicgypsumcements.
Openmicrovugsoccurwithincollapsedblocksof
intactdolomite.Corewidthis -5 cm.

TRI.6601-26.O

Plate1-3. Photomicrographof Culebradolomiteincross-polarizedlight. Dolomitecontains
openvugs,openfractures,andvugsandffacturescementedwithpoi~lotopic gypsum. orange
stainsoccuralongsomefracturesurfaces.Nearthecenterof thephotomicrographsomeorange
stainsoccurbetweenmicrocrystallinedolomiteandgypsumcements.Scalebarequals3.3 mm.
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T2). As Culebra sediments were collecting, the substrate would episodically shift or slump
downward as salt dissolved from below the Culebra and the muddy salt-pan sediments dewatered
(Figure 1-4, T3). These movements disrupted, sheared, and deformed Culebra sediments. The
substrate ultimately became stable after a significant thickness of Culebra had accumulated or all
of the underlying soluble salts had been removed. After Culebra sediments were no longer
affected by soft-sediment deformation processes, planar strata accumulated and remained
undeformed (Figure 1-4, T4). Bottom-grazing and burrowing animals also disrupted Culebra
sediments. As evaporation reduced the depth of the Culebra lagoon and increased its salinity,
these animals died, and algal mats that trapped detrital sediment began to form on the substrate.
By the time the upper part of the Culebra was accumulating, sediments were no longer disrupted
by bioturbation or soft-sediment deformation processes. As evaporation continued, the Culebra
lagoon shallowed, and oolites developed in local shoals. Evaporation eventually concentrated
the lagoonal waters to gypsum saturation, and gypsum began to accumulate on the lagoon
substrate, marking the end of Culebra deposition.

Important diagenetic processes began to affect the Culebra while the overlying units
accumulated. After gypsum deposition began above the Culebra, pore waters within Culebra
sediments quickly reached gypsum saturation (1-Iolt and Powers, 1988). Gypsum crystals and
nodules grew within and near the more disrupted and permeable parts of the Culebra (Figure 1-4,
T4). As gypsum accumulated within and above the Culebra, the Ca+2/Mg+2 ratio began to
decrease, and dolomite began to replace fine-crystalline calcite or aragonite mud. However,
dolomite and gypsum cements did not completely fill all porosity within Culebra sediments, and
some dolomite mud remained uncemented. After the gypsum unit accumulated above the
Culebra, a saline mudflathlt pan began to develop (Holt and Powers, 1988). As this occurred,
pore waters within the Culebra and the overlying gypsum unit approached halite saturation. At
this concentration, anhydrite is more stable than gypsum (Braitsch, 1971), and anhydrite began to
replace gypsum crystals and nodules in the Culebra. Also, small anhydrite crystals grew within
the more permeable Culebra sediments (e.g., disrupted sediments and along bedding planes). In
some places east of the WIPP site (e.g., P-18), thick sections of salt-pan halite accumulated in the
section above the Culebra. In these locations, Culebra pore waters may have been concentrated
above halite saturation. Under these conditions, halite may have replaced gypsum in the Culebra
and cemented Culebra sediments (a process equivalent to that responsible for halite

pseudomorphs after gypsum elsewhere within the Rustler and Salado Formations–see Holt and
Powers, 1990 and Holt, 1993 for additional explanation of these processes), but this remains
unconfined because of the lack of core data.

By the close of the Permian, the Culebra was covered by at least 200 m of overburden
(Figure 1-5) (Powers and Holt, 1995b). By the end of the Triassic, up to 570 m of rocks had
accumulated over the Culebra. The Jurassic was a period of erosion or non-deposition. During
the Cretaceus, up to 300 m of additional sediment may have accumulated in the WIPP area. If
no erosion occurred between the Triassic and the end of the Cretaceus, the Culebra may have
been buried to a depth exceeding 800 m.
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Figure 1-3. Percentage of natural Culebra fractures filled with gypsum
(Beauheim and Holt, 1990).
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Figure 1-5. Burial history of the Culebra at the WIPP site (Powers and Holt, 1995b).

The Culebra is affected by a large anticline north of the WIPP site (Powers and Holt,
1995 b). This anticline formed following gravity foundering in the Castile Formation, probably
during the Cretaceus. By the middle of the Cenozoic, the western edge of the Delaware Basin
was uplifted, and this may have introduced additional regional stresses in the Culebra. Erosion
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associated with this uplifl exposed the up-dip edge of Permian evaporates to circulating, low-
salinity ground waters, and much of the Permian evaporite section was removed as soluble salts
dissolved.

By the late Cenozoic (Pliocene/Pleistocene), the combination of eastward moving erosion
and dissolution caused the development of karst features in the WIPP vicinity, including Nash
Draw (Powers and Holt, 1995a and 1995b). Within Nash Draw, up to 200 m of salt from the
upper part of the Salado Formation have been dissolved, and the overlying rocks, including the
Culebra, are extensively brecciated. Across most of the WIPP area, however, the upper part of
the Salado Formation has suffered no dissolution (Figure 1-6).

Erosion dominated the WIPP area through most of the Cenozoic, although small amounts
of terrigenous elastic material accumulated in local depressions (Powers and Holt, 1995a). In the
WIPP area, the depth to the top of the Culebra decreases from east to west. Since its maximum
burial, the depth of the Culebra at the WIPP site has been reduced by at least 350 m and possibly
by as much as 650 m (Figure 1-5). This represents a significant reduction of vertical stress on the
Culebra. Much of this erosion probably occurred during the Cenozoic. Where the Culebra is not
affected by Salado dissolution, fractures may have developed in response to stress-relief
associated with this erosion.

The following geological model is proposed for the Cenozoic history of the Culebra. It is,
in part, based on and is generally consistent with the model reported by Beauheim and Holt
(1990), but has been revised slightly to reflect additional core data.

The interpretations regarding fracturing are, in part, based on the following models of
fi-actul e behavior. Stress is concentrated along discontinuities and boundaries between different
materials within rocks, and fractures oflen initiate along these features and propagate from feature
to feature (Engelder, 1987; Zaitsev, 1985). Materials that are very mechanically heterogeneous
typically develop tortuous fracture pathways (Atkinson and Meredith, 1987), and mechanical
inhomogeneities serve as loci for strain and complex fracturing with an apparently random
orientation. Engelder (1987) suggests that most random fracture patterns develop in association
with unloading.

During the Cenozoic, erosion progressed from east to west across the WIPP area, and
stress-relief fractures in Culebra units developed as the vertical stresses were reduced (Figure
1-7). The upper units in the Culebra were more mechanically homogeneous and separated along
well-defined bedding planes, while shorter length fractures formed along pre-existing shear planes,
between nodules of anhydrite, and around deformed strata in the disrupted, mechanically-
heterogeneous lower part of the Culebra. Anhydrite nodules were replaced by gypsum as
Ilactures developed and allowed access for pore waters (Figure 1-8). Culebra pore waters were
saturated with gypsum, and some fractures were filled by fibrous gypsum crystals as they opened
(Dumey and Ramsay, 1973). In some areas east of the WIPP site, high ionic-strength waters may
have been present, and anhydrite may have precipitated within fractures. Later, lower ionic-
strength waters entered these areas, and anhydrite within fi-actures was replaced by gypsum.

As erosion and stress-release continued, developing fi-actures followed the earlier patterns,
and waters capable of dissolving gypsum fracture-fillings and nodules circulated in Culebra
fractures and pores, As gypsum dissolved fi-om nodules, vugs, large, open-void spaces, were
created in the Culebra. The dolomite surrounding some of these vugs could not support the
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opening, and the vugs collapsed, creating additional small-scale fractures. In the western part of
the WIPP area, much of the gypsum pore-filling cements were removed (Beauheim and Holt,
1990).

In the western part of the WIPP area, the Culebra groundwater chemistry changed, at least
once, and slowly-grown, poikilotopic gypsum cements filled some open fractures and pores,
including vugs. In the vicinity of Nash Draw, all gypsum pore-filling cements have been
dissolved, and no evidence of recementation with gypsum has been observed.

In some locations (e.g., Nash Draw), erosion was sufficient to allow circulating ground
waters to access and dissolve the upper part of the Salado salt. The rocks overlying the Salado,
including the Culebra, collapsed and were brecciated. As this process continued, the Culebra lost
stratigraphic continuity and became displaced and vertically disrupted.

The processes associated with Rustler Formation depositional environments set the stage
for later diagenetic events to produce the porosity distribution now present in the Culebra. In the
lower to middle part of the Culebra (e.g., CU-2 and CU-3), soft-sediment deformation disrupted
the sediments, allowing the growth of gypsum nodules. Deformed interbeds, shear planes, and
nodules were small-scale mechanical inhomogeneities that served as the loci for small-scale
fractures. The upper part of the Culebra was not deformed, and fractures there typically occur
along bedding planes and are more areally persistent.

1.4 Culebra Hydrology

In the vicinity of the WIPP site, the Culebra is the most transmissive unit in the Rustler
Formation. Water levels in 60 wells completed to the Culebra at 41 drilling-pad locations have
been measured on a regular basis (Beauheim and Holt, 1990). Since late 1981, however, Culebra
water levels at and around the WIPP site have been affected by continuous drainage into one or
more WIPP shafts, as well as by numerous pumping tests and water-quality sampling exercises
(Lappin, 1988). Cauffman et al. (1990) thoroughly reviewed Culebra water-level data, borehole-
fluid density data, and WIPP-related hydraulic stresses, and estimated the undisturbed freshwater
heads at 35 wells. Flow is generally to the south (Crawley, 1988; Lappin, 1988) across the WIPP
site area. Davies (1989), Crawley (1988), and Corbet and Knupp (1996) suggest that flow
directions south of the WIPP site may have a larger easterly, down-dip component than is
predicted when considering only freshwater heads (Figure 1-9).

The transmissivity of the Culebra across the WIPP region varies by six orders of
magnitude because of varying open fractures within the Culebra (Beauheim and Holt, 1990). In
the vicinity of the WIPP, the Culebra has been tested in 47 locations (Figure-10), including the
combined testing of the WIPP project and Project Gnome (Beauheim, 1996). The highest
transrnissivity value reported for the Culebra is 2x10-3 m2/s at borehole H-7 within Nash Draw.

The lowest value reported is e 4X10-9 m2/s at P- 18. Where Culebra transmissivities are less than

2X10-Cm2/s, the Culebra behaves hydraulically as a single-porosity medium during pumping and

slug tests (Beauheim and Holt, 1990). Where transmissivities are greater than 2X10-6 m2/s, the
Culebra hydraulically behaves as a double-porosity medium, with matrix and fracture porosity
(Beauheim and Holt, 1990).
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LaVenue et al. (1990) calculated Culebra transrnissivities across the WIPP site area based
on steady-state calibration against an estimate of the pre-shaft distribution of freshwater
equivalent heads and transient calibration against hydraulic responses to large-scale pumping
tests and leakage into WIPP shafts (Figure 1-11). Aside from the apparent increase of
transmissivity toward Nash Draw, several other relationships are important. Transmissivities are
relatively high in a wide region south of the WIPP site and west in Nash Draw. A high-
transmissivity zone penetrates the southern border of the WIPP site. This zone is important
because it may represent a potential fast-path for WIPP contaminants.

Tracer tests and hydraulic tests at several hydropads indicate that the Culebra is vertically
and areally heterogeneous at the hydropad scale. At some locations, the uppermost Culebra unit
(CU-1) may minimally participate in flow and transport processes in the Culebra. At the H-19
hydropad, hydraulic tests indicate that the permeability of CU- 1 is significantly lower than the
permeability of the remaining Culebra units (Beauheim et al., 1997). Hydrophysical (fluid)
logging at this location suggests that most fluid flow is through the lower Culebra units
(COLOG, 1996). Tracer tests at the H-19 hydropad confirm that the upper portion of the Culebra
does not significantly contribute to solute transport (Meigs et al., 1997; Beauheim et al., 1997;
Meigs, 1996). Holt and Powers ( 1990) report that most of the Culebra flow into the WIPP AIS
was from the lower Culebra units. Tracer and temperature surveys of the Culebra at the H-3
hydropad indicate that most of the flow occurred in the lower -3 m (Mercer and Orr, 1979). At
H-14, the permeability of the upper Culebra is slightly greater than the permeability of the lower
Culebra (Beauheim, 1987) and is essentially the same as at H- 19. This suggests that most spatial
variation in Culebra transmissivity can be attributed to the lower Culebra units. Convergent-flow
tracer tests have been conducted in the Culebra at four locations (H-3, H-6, H- 11, H- 19
hydropads) between 1981 and 1996 (Jones et al., 1992; Meigs et al., 1997). These tests showed
that solute transport was strongly dependent on flow direction. At all hydropads tested, the
fastest peak arrival time is not from the shortest travel distance; the slowest peak arrival time is
not from the longest travel distance; or equidistant wells show different arrival times. This
indicates that at these locations transport is through a heterogeneous and/or anisotropic medium
(Meigs et al., 1997).
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2. HYDRAULIC CHARACTER OF THE CULEBRA

All transport processes in the Culebra, including chemical interactions with the solid
materials, are controlled by the spatial distribution and nature of pore spaces within the Culebra,
and porosity or pore size is an explicit or implicit parameter present in all mathematical
descriptions of these processes. As such, a basic understanding of the types of porosity present
and their vertical and spatial distributions is a basic component of any conceptual model for
transport in the Culebra. Once the character of pore-space in the Culebra has been defined,
relevant transport processes can be identified, and the conceptual link between these processes
and Culebra porosity can be established.

The purpose of this section is to provide the conceptual linkage between Culebra porosity
and transport processes; the linkage becomes a basis for developing a mathematical model for
transport processes in the Culebra. Several steps are required to accomplish this objective. First,
several categories of Culebra porosity will be defined and characterized, and laboratory
measurements of relevant hydraulic properties on samples containing each porosity type will be
reported. Second, the vertical distribution of the porosity types will be discussed in the context
of the Culebra stratigraphy (Section 1.1). Third, transport processes expected to affect solutes
moving through the Culebra are reviewed and conceptually linked to Culebra porosity types.
Finally, this information will be used to construct an “idealized” representation of the Culebra at
the H-19 hydropad.

Except where specifically referenced, the geologic information presented here represents
a synthesis of data from core descriptions (Holt and Powers, 1988; Holt, 1996), RaaX video logs,
petrographic description (Holt, 1996), and observations in WIPP shafts (Holt and Powers, 1984;
1986; 1990).

2.1 Culebra Porosity Types

Culebra porosity can be classified into intercrystalline porosity, interparticle porosity,
fracture porosity, and vuggy porosity. These porosity types are conceptually depicted within the
Figure 2-1 and described in detail below. The average values of porosity, formation factor, and
horizontal and vertical hydraulic conductivity for laboratory samples containing each porosity
type are shown in Table 2-1. The formation factor is a measure of the resistance of the sample
containing an electrolytic solution divided by the resistance of an equivalent shape and volume of
electrolytic solution (Appendix A). The values of these parameters for individual samples are
contained in Appendix B. These data represent a compilation of recent samples from the H-19
hydropad and data from Kelley and Saulnier ( 1990). The porosity types present in the H-19
samples were determined by geological examination of the samples, and the porosity types
present in the Kelley and Saulnier ( 1990) samples are interpreted from their geologic
descriptions. In addition, estimated and average values of the specific surface area for each
porosity type are presented in Table 2-2.

2.1.1 Intercrystalline Porosity

Within the well-indurated portions of the Culebra dolomite, intercrystalline porosity
occurs (Figure 2-1 ) and is evident in thin sections and electron backscatter images (Plate 2-1).
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Table 2-1. Hydraulic Properties of Samples Containing Culebra Porosity Types

Porosity Type Mean Porosity Mean Median Hydraulic
Formation Conductivity

Factor (In/s)

Interparticle 0.22 2.1 X10-8
(14) ;; (17)

Intercrystalline 0.11 111 4.0xlo-10
(18) (11) (31)

Intercrystalline/vugs 0.15 104 2.3x10-9
(51) (14) (60)

Intercrystalline/vugs/fractures 0.16 3.9X10-8
(11) ;; (14)

Intercrystalline/fractures 0.11 266 3.8 X10-8
(6) (2) (8)

Valuesinparenthesesindicatenumberof samples.DataarecontainedwithinAppendixB.

Table 2-2. Mean Specific Surface Areas for Culebra Samples

I
Porosity Type Specific Surface Area (m2/gm)

Interparticle porosity 1.3

(8)

Intercrystalline porosity
(:0)

Valuesinparenthesesindicatethenumberof samples.DataarecontainedwithinAppendixC.

Descriptions of Culebra samples indicated that dolomite crystal sizes range from 0.5 pm

(Sewards, 1991) to 30 pm and average between 5 ~ and 15 ~m. Crystals are typically

equigranular mosaics of rhombic crystals. Intercrystalline pore spaces may range from c 1 ~m to
slightly larger than individual crystals. Pore spaces may occur along the margins of crystals and
in crystal-size void spaces. Larger void spaces, between 50 and 100 pm, are probably the result
of dissolution of microcrystalline gypsum, anhydrite, or dolomite crystals. The degree of
interconnection between these pores is not clearly revealed by petrographic analysis, but because
many of these pore spaces are adjacent to and sometimes clearly interconnected with other forms
of porosity, it is likely that many of these pores are hydraulically interconnected. Furthermore,
gypsum or anhydrite crystals within unfractured dolomite have been dissolved, creating
rnicrovugs; this dissolution could not have occurred in the absence of hydraulically connected
intercrystalline porosity. Pathways through this interconnected intercrystalline porosity,
however, are probably extremely tortuous.
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Samples containing primarily intercrystalline porosity have the lowest median hydraulic
conductivity (4.0x IO-10m/s) of all the types of porosity contained within the Culebra (Table 2-1).
The mean porosity of these samples is 0.11, and the mean formation factor is 111 (Table 2- 1).
The average specific surface area of intact samples containing mainly intercrystalline porosity is
1.0 m2/gm (Table 2-2).

2.1.2 Interparticle Porosity

Interparticle porosity in the Culebra occurs in clay- to silt-size materials (silty dolomite)
(Figure 2-1 and 2-2). Qualitative macroscopic and microscopic observations (Plate 2-2) of silty
dolomite suggest that the porosity is relatively high, and this is confined by measurements on
samples where the average porosity is 22?10. Interbeds (<lcm to -15 cm thick) of poorly
cemented, clay- to silt-size dolomite surrounded by more intact well-indurated dolomite occur
primarily in the middle and upper parts of the Culebra (CU-1, CU-2, and CU-3) (Plate 2-3). In
the middle part of the Culebra (CU-2 and CU-3), many of these interbeds are disrupted by

Plate2-1. Ba
are

ckscatterelectronimageof CulebradolomitefromH-19b7,depth752.2ft. Dark
intercrystallineporespacesfilledwithepoxy. Imagecourtesyof CharlesBryan

areas
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soft-sediment deformation processes that occurred synchronously with their deposition (Plate
2-4). In some instances, the horizontal continuity of silty dolomite interbeds was completely
destroyed, leaving only cm-scale, disconnected, irregular masses of silty dolomite. In the upper
part of the Culebra (CU- 1), silty dolomite interbeds show little soft-sediment deformation, are
usually better cemented, and may contain coarser materials (silt and oolites). Some of these
interbeds are areally persistent at the scale of a hydropad (e.g., H-19), and the silty dolomite
interbeds in the upper part of the Culebra appear to persist for over 2 km.

In the past, the silty dolomite interbeds and zones in the middle parts of the Culebra (CU-
2 and CU-3) acted as loci for fracturing. Strain from regional processes, including tectonics and
unloading, is concentrated at these contacts because the contacts between the silty material and
the well-indurated dolomite are very irregular (due to soft-sediment deformation) and the
mechanical properties of the two materials are very different. As a result, small-scale fractures
are abundant in the well-indurated dolomite surrounding interbeds and irregular masses of silty
dolomite. In addition, thin sections from the wall-rock margins of some fractures and bedding-
plane separations show dark, clay-size material with interparticle porosity.

Samples of silty dolomite containing interparticle porosity are moderately permeable with

a median hydraulic conductivity of 2. lx 10-8mls (Table 2-1). The formation factor of these
samples is low and has an average value of 27. In thin section, silty dolomite appears to consist
of the same type of dolomite material as the well-indurated dolomite, but it has not been
cemented with dolomite. Individual silt-size grains consist of etched subhedral dolomite crystals
and composite particles of etched crystals. These grains contain a small amount of internal pore
space with a relatively high s~iface area to volume ratio. The average specific surface area of
silty dolomite materials is 1.3 m2/gm, which is larger than that measured for well-indurated
dolomite containing intercrystalline porosity (Table 2-2). The high specific surface area reflects
greater irregularities on the surfaces of the grains and rnicroporosity within the grains.

2.1.3 Vugs

Vugs (open, roughly circular void spaces) area common feature in the Culebra and occur
within well-indurated dolomite (Figures 2-1, 2-2, and Plate 2-5). Vugs in the Culebra can be
classified into two groups based on size. Small vugs, or microvugs, range from 1 mm to 4 mm in
diameter (Plates 1-3 and 2-4), while larger vugs can range up to 4 cm in diameter. Nearly all
open vugs in the Culebra formed from the dissolution of nodules or crystals of gypsum or
anhydrite. Shortly after the Culebra was deposited, these nodules and crystals grew into and
displaced the still soft Culebra sediments. Because the growth of these displacive features
depended upon the supply of Ca+2 and S04-2 in the porewaters, displacive nodules and crystals
tended to grow in the more permeable parts of the sediment. Permeable zones in unlithified
Culebra sediment were concentrated along bedding planes and in the lower part of the Culebra
(particularly CU-2 and CU-3) which was more disrupted by syndepositional slumping than was
the upper part. Nodules acted as mechanical inhomogeneities during stress-field changes and
became loci for fractures. These fractures allowed Culebra waters to access and dissolve the
contents of the nodules, leaving open vugs. As a result, nearly all of the large vugs in the
Culebra are connected to at least one fracture. Although it is difficult to observe micro-
scopically, many small vugs are also interconnected to fractures. Some small vugs, however,
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Figure 2-2. Geologic description of the H- 19b0 core.
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Descriptions

-740.8 Top of Core

—Possible coated grains, and local
burrows

- Silty dolomite partings separated by
indurated dolomite with irregular masses
of silty dolomite.

- Dark brown, clay-sized material on
separation.

- Silty dolomite interlaminate with dark

brown, clay-sized material at top and base,

Dark brown, clay-sized material on
separation.

Silty dolomite interbed showina soft
se~ment deformation. -

- Dark brown material on separation.

- Dark brown clay-sized material
on separation.

- Fractures concentrated around vugs.

1

Dark brown clay-sized material
on separation.

General
Descriptions

Culebra Dolomite

740.8 -749.9
(225.80 -228.57 m)
Culebra Unit 1
Dolomite, microcrystalline, tan,
well-indurated, laminated to
thinly bedded, strata are flat to
slightly wavy. Interlaminate of
poorly cemented silt- to clay-
size dolomite are rare at the

base and become more

common upward; they are flat
with minor undulations along

the contacts; core often

separates along these inter-

Iaminae. Bedding plane

separations often occur along

Iaminae containing dark brown,

clay-size material. Zones

displaying wavy cryptalgal

Iaminae occur locally. Few

vugs; most cemented by
poikilotopic gypsum cements.
Short subvertical fractures
occur between bedding planes
in the upper part of the unit
most are filled with ~oikilotoDic

gypsum cements. Microvugs
are moderately abundant
between 744.9 and 747.6,
some are filled with gypsum;
elsewhere microvugs follow
bedding planes. Upper contact
not observed; lower contact
occurs at the top of a 0.3 R silty
dolomite interbed.
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Figure 2-2. Geologic description of the H-19b0 core (continued).
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Descriptions

-749.6

- Crushed dolomite, dark brown stains of
block surfaces. Some silt flour.

—.750.8

t

—

—

—

Microlaminated, silty dolomite interbed.
Upper and lower surfaces show dark
brown clay and minor soft sediment
formation.

Dark brown stains on some fracture
surfaces.

Microlaminated, silty dolomite interbed.
Upper and lower surfaces show dark
brown clay and minor soft sediment
formation.

Intensely fractured, some fracture
surfaces show dark brown stains.

Deformed interlaminate of siltstone.

Intensely fractured. Silty dolomite
interlaminate deformed, have dark brown
clay at top and bottom.

— 755.8

– Crushed dolomite, block size increases
toward middle. Abundant silt flour. Dark
brown stains on some block surfaces.

General
Descriptions

749.9-755.3
(228.57-230.22 m)
Culebra Unit 2
Well-indurated, microcrystalline
dolomite with interlaminate and
interbeds of poorly cemented,
silt- to clay-size dolomite.
Dolomite silt interbeds become
more common upward; dolomitl
silt Iaminae show abundant
soft sediment slumping and
disruption near the base and in
the middle of the unit. Locally
shows bioturbafion. Large vug:
moderately abundant; some are
filled with poikilotopic gypsum
cements. Small-scale fractures
with highly variable orientations
occur around vugs, bedding
planes, and dolomite silt
interbeds. Intense fracturing
below 754.0. Dark brown and
orange stains are present on
some fracture surfaces. Upper
and lower contacts marked by
silty dolomite interbeds.

755.3 -758.6
(230.22 -231.22 m)
hrlebra Unit 3
Zone almost entirely crushed
md broken. Consists of irregular
)ieces of indurated dolomite and
tilty dolomite ranging from
:0.5 in. to over 5 in. on a side.

I Silt- to clay-sized dolomite flour
abundant. Shows dark brown
;tains on some fracture surfaces
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Figure 2-2. Geologic description of the H-19b0 core (continued).
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, 758.5
— Silty dolomite interbed shows soft

sediment deformation at base.

— Highly deformed silty dolomite interbeds.

– Vugs partly collapsed, show passive
gypsum cements.

– Breccia with minor amounts of rotation.

– Laminae to very thin beds of dolomite
with slight dip.

‘ 764.4 Base of Culebra

General
Descriptions

755.3 -758.6
(230.22 -231.22 m)
Culebra Unit 3
(Continued)
Unit probably intensely
fractured in situ, and crushed
during coring. Upper and lower
contacts marked by silty
dolomite interbeds.

758.6 -764.4
(231.22 -232.98 m)
Culebra Unit 4
Dolomite, microcrystalline,
well-indurated, contains
interbeds of poorly cemented
dolomite silt near the top of the
unit. Some silty interbeds show
soft sediment deformation and
are very discontinuous.
Contains a few vugs filled
with poikilotopic gypsum, some
are partly collapsed. Microvugs
are abundant between 761.0
and 763.0; elsewhere they
occur along bedding planes.
Small scale fractures are
abundant around vugs, some
are filled with poikilotopic
gypsum. Bedding plane
separations occur frequently
below 761.8, and often show
concentrations of dark brown
material. Dolomite breccia
occurs near the base, and the
lower 0.2 ft consists of Iaminae
of dolomite displaying a slight
dip.
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Figure 2-2. Geologic description of the H- 19b0 core (continued).
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Plate2-2. Photomicrograph of Culebra dolomite incross-polarizedlight. Dolomitecontainsopenfracture
throughanirregularregionof siltydolomitecontaininginterp~icle porosity. Gypsumcementsoccurin
somefractures.Notethatthesampleis impregnatedwithblue-stainedepoxy, so thatporespaceappearsblue.

Sctalebarequals3.3 mm.

TRI-6801-30-0 TRI.6801-31.0

Plate2-3. Siltydolomiteinterbedbounded
by well-indurateddolomite. Smallfracture-
boundedblocksof well-indurateddolomite
areconcentratednearthelowerboundaryof
theinterbed.Largersubverticalfractures
originateattheupperandlowerboundaries
of theinterbed.Corewidthis -5 cm.

Plate2-4. Irregularzonesof siltydolomitebounded
well-indurateddolomitecontainingsmallvugsand
microvugs.Discontinuoussiltydolomiteinterbedne
thebaseshowssoft-sedimentdeformation.Intheup
left,gypsumnoduleoccurswithinirregularsiltydolt
zone. Randomly-orientedmicrofracturesinterconnect
somesiltydolomitezones.Corewidthis -5 cm.
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do not appear to be interconnected to fractures. In these cases, small anhydrite or gypsum
crystals were dissolved into fluids from interconnected, intercrystalline pore spaces. In addition,
the margins of some of the vugs appear corroded in thin section, suggesting that some dolomite
along their surfaces may have been dissolved by ground waters after the sulfate filling was
removed.

As a porosity type, vugs and microvugs are interconnected with randomly oriented small-
scale fractures, randomly oriented rnicrofractures (Plate 2-6), and intercrystalline porosity.
Therefore, they do not represent unique interconnected porosity types, and flow or transport
through these features depends on interconnected fractures or intercrystalline porosity. This
assertion is supported by the median values of hydraulic conductivity measured on samples. The
median hydraulic conductivity for samples containing both intercrystalline and vuggy porosity is

2.3x10-9 rnk, slightly under one order of magnitude greater than the median value reported for
samples containing only intercrystalline porosity (Table 2-1). The median value of hydraulic
conductivity for samples containing intercrystalline porosity, vuggy porosity, and observable
fractures is 3.9x10-8 m/s, over one order of magnitude greater than the samples without fractures
(Table 2-l). This value is also essentially the same as reported from those samples containing
intercrystalline porosity and fractures (with no vugs) (Table 2-1 ).

The mean porosity of samples containing both intercrystalline porosity and vuggy
porosity is 0.15, while the mean porosity of samples described as containing both vugs and
fractures is 0.16 (Table 2-1). Since the mean of samples containing only intercrystalline porosity
is 0.11 (Table 2-1), it can be inferred that, on average, the presence of vugs increases the void
volume by between 490 to 570.

The mean formation factor of samples containing only intercrystalline porosity and vugs
is 104 (Table 2-1), which suggests that the presence of vuggy porosity minimally affects the
formation factor. When vugs and fractures are both present in samples, the mean formation
factor is 77. This larger decrease in formation factor probably does not represent the presence of
fractures alone but may also reflect the presence of larger vugs.

The specific surface area of samples containing both intercrystalline porosity and vugs
has not been measured directly. The specific surface area for intercrystalline porosity with vugs
(S~,iO) can be approximated using the specific surface area for intercrystalline porosity (S’~,iC)and

the average porosity for samples containing intercrystalline porosity (@iC)and intercrystalline

porosity with vugs ($iO) using

SA,;O= sA,ic
[- 1++(l+$,C-Q,O)

lcv
(2-1)

Equation 2-1 assumes that specific surface area of vugs is negligible. Using Equation 2-1, the
specific surface area for intercrystalline porosity with vugs is approximated at 1.0 m2/gm,
essentially the same as intercrystalline porosity (Table 2-2).

2.1.4 Fractures

Fractures within the Culebra occur at a variety of scales (Figures 2-1 and 2-2). For the
purposes of this discussion, a seven-element classification for these fractures is convenient.
Bedding-plane partings are defined as large-scale (> 10 m), medium-scale (1 m to 10 m), and
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Plate2-5. Vugs andopen fracturesin well-indurateddolomite.
Openfracturesinterconnectsomevugs. Corewidthis -5 cm.

TR1-6eol-33-o

Plate2-6. Photomicrographof well-indurateddolomitecontainingmicrovugsandopenmicrofractures
incross-polarizedlight. Some microfracturesshowconnectionwithvugs. Irregularzoneof laminated
clay-sizematerialin lowerleftcornerof photomicrograph.Notethatthesampleis impregnatedwith
blue-stainedepoxy, so thatporespaceappearsblue.Scalebarequals3.3 mm.
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small-scale (< 1 m). Subvertical fractures are subdivided into medium-scale ( 1 m to 3 m) and
small-scale (0.2 m to 1 m). Randomly oriented fractures are subdivided into small-scale (0.05 m
to 0.2 m) and microfractures (< 0.05 m). In general, the distribution of fracture scales in the
Culebra is bimodal with most of the fractures being small-scale (Holt, 1996). Large-scale
fractures, mainly bedding-plane fractures, are much less abundant but occur more frequently than
medium-scale fractures. Culebra thin sections containing open and filled fractures indicate a

possible range of fracture apertures from< 10pm to 500 pm. Core samples from the Culebra
frequently show fractures filled with poikilotopic gypsum with widths of >2 mm.

Bedding-plane fractures are separations that develop along pre-existing planes of
weakness formed at the top of strata (Figure 2-1 and 2-2). These planes of weakness exist
because detrital material concentrated along some bedding-plane surfaces by depositional
processes (e.g., settling of fine-gra.ined materials and trapping of sediment by algal filaments)
may not be adequately bridged by dolomitic cements. Separation occurs in response to regional
unloading processes. In core, separations that occur along bedding planes and display either an
orange or a dark stain on the separated surfaces are interpreted as natural bedding-plane fractures.
Clay-size materials with interparticle porosity have been observed in thin sections of these
bedding-plane partings. These bedding-plane fractures can extend the length of the individual
bedding plane. Although individual strata within the Culebra, including those showing bedding-
plane partings in core, can be traced for distances over 1 km; the areal persistence of bedding-
plane fractures is unknown. Because strata in the uppermost part of the Culebra are relatively
flat-lying and are not disrupted by soft-sediment deformation, large- to medium-scale bedding-
plane partings are most common in CU- 1. Large-to medium-scale bedding-plane partings do not
occur in CU-2 and CU-3, because soft-sediment deformation has disrupted the bedding planes,
and only small-scale bedding-plane partings occur in CU-2 and CU-3. Medium- to small-scale
bedding-plane partings are common in CU-4 where the strata are undulatory with an amplitude of
up to 0.5 m and a wavelength of -1 m.

Subvertical, medium-scale fractures have been observed in WIPP shafts (Holt and
Powers, 1990) and some Culebra cores. In most cases, these fractures are filled with gypsum
cements. The areal extent of these fractures remains unknown. Some of these fractures follow
medium-scale, subvertical, syndepositional slump planes (Holt and Powers, 1990), indicating
separation along pre-existing planes of weakness. Swift (1992 [see Appendix D in current
document]) found that some high-angle fractures in Culebra outcrops show a preferred
orientation attributable to regional stress relief. Swift (1992) suggests that these patterns may be
present in the subsurface at the WIPP. Fractures in the Culebra at WIPP shafts (Holt and Powers,
1984; 1986; 1990), however, do not show a prefemed orientation, and it is not possible to
reconstruct fracture orientations from Culebra cores. Thus, Swift’s hypothesis is likely to remain
untested.

Small-scale subvertical fractures are less common than fractures at other scales. Core and
borehole video observations indicate that small-scale fractures are often subvertical and terminate
at bedding-plane partings. The pressure response history of sinusoidal pumping tests in the
Culebra at the H-19 hydropad suggest that the vertical connection between the upper (CU- 1) and
lower (CU-2, CU-3, and CU-4) parts of the Culebra varies spatially. at the hydropad scale
(Beauheim et al., 1997). Where a significant vertical connection is present, it is likely that flow
is occurring, in part, along an interconnected series of subvertical small-scale and subhorizontal
large-scale bedding-plane partings.
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Randomly oriented small-scale fractures and microfractures are abundant in the Culebra.
particularly in the lower Culebra units (e.g., CU-2 and CU-3) (Plate 2-7). In general, these
fractures display no preferential orientation. These fractures are concentrated along and often
interconnect obvious mechanical inhomogeneities within the dolomite, including, small
syndepositional shear planes, collapsed and uncollapsed vugs, slumped and deformed interbeds
of poorly cemented silty dolomite, and bedding planes (Plate 2-8). Because many mechanical
inhomogenieties are closely spaced in the lower Culebra units, fracturing is intense in these
zones, and fracture spacings and lengths range from less than 1 cm to several cm. Apparent
block volumes range from 1 cm3 to several cm3 (Plates 2-8,2-9, and 2-10). The apertures of
individual fractures are highly variable. Some fractures show small amounts of displacement,
particularly in the vicinity of collapsed large vugs. As large-scale fractures cannot propagate
through an intensely fractured medium, no large-scale fractures are evident in zones containing
abundant small-scale fractures. The surfaces of fractures often display concentrations of orange
or dark minerals (possibly iron oxides or clay minerals) (Figure 2-2). Fractures that follow pre-
existing shear planes often display dark, clay-size material that was transported or smeared along
shear planes during syndepositional slumping. Thin sections of these features reveal the presence
of interparticle porosity within the dark material.

Many fracture surfaces display dark or orange minerals (Figure 2-2). These stains and
deposits frequently occur on the surfaces of fractures cemented with poikiolotopic gypsum,
indicating that these materials pre-date the gypsum cements. Detailed descriptions of the H- 19b7
core reveal that dark minerals are concentrated on approximately 7?6 of the total fracture surface
area. Excluding CU- 1, the total fracture surface area-displaying dark minerals at H- 19b7 ‘~
approximately 5~o. A significant portion of the dark material concentrated at fracture surface is
the clay mineral corrensite (Bryan, 1996).

Samples of Culebra material containing fractures have the highest median hydraulic

conductivity values, 3.8x10-* rds for samples containing intercrystalline porosity and fractures

and 3.9x 10-s m/s for samples containing intercrystalline porosity, vugs, and fractures (Table 2-1 ).
Because most reported field estimates of the vertically-averaged hydraulic conductivities for the

Culebra exceed 1X10-8rids, it is likely that the vertically-averaged hydraulic conductivity of the
Culebra is controlled by fractures with hydraulic conductivities that exceed the sampled median.
The mean porosity of samples containing intercrystalline porosity and fractures is essentially the
same as intercrystalline porosity, 0.11 (Table 2-1 ). This suggests that the volume associated with
small fractures is negligible. The specific surface area of Culebra fractures and the dark, fine-
grained materials sometimes present on their surfaces has never been directly measured.
Although it is likely that clay-size materials concentrated on some fracture surfaces have a fairly
large specific surface area, the specific surface area for fractures is considered negligible for the
purposes of later discussions.

2.2 Vertical Distribution of Porosity Types

The Culebra can be subdivided into four Culebra units (CU) on the basis of lithologic
character (Section 1.1). Although fractures are the most notable porous feature in each Culebra
unit, the style and intensity of fracturing varies considerably among the units. CU- 1 is dominated
by bedding-plane fractures and local subvertical fractures that bound large tabular blocks. CU-2
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TRI-6601-34-O

Plate2-7. Subhorizontalcore fromCU-2 attheWIPPairintakeshaftshowingabundant,randomly
orientedfractureswithhighlyvariableapparentblock size. Vugsoccurwithinwell-indurated
dolomite.Deformedvery-thinbedof siltydolomiteoccursin thelowerrightpartof thecore.
Corediameteris -14 cm.

TRI-6601-354

Plate2-8. Brecciatedandintenselyfracturedwell-indurateddolomitewithsomeclastsfloatinginsilty
dolomite. Clastsandfracture-boundedblocksof well-indurateddolomitevarysignificantly.Poikilotopic
gypsumcementsoccur intheupperandlowerthirdof thecore. Thisfabricis interpretedtoresuhfrom
thecollapseof largevugs. Corediameteris -5 cm.
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and CU-3 are intensely fractured with a hierarchy of superimposed block sizes. Although
bedding-plane fractures are common in CU-4, they are of relatively short length and form
medium-scale tabular blocks. CU- 1 contains several continuous interbeds of silty dolomite near
the top and base. CU-2 and CU-3 contain more abundant, thinner, and more discontinuous
interbeds of silty dolomite, while CU-4 contains very little silty dolomite. In addition, vugs and
rnicrovugs are usually more abundant in CU-2, CU-3, and CU-4. All Culebra units contain
intercrystalline porosity.

2.2.1 Culebra Unit 1

The hydraulic character of CU- 1 is much different from the underlying Culebra units.
Because CU- 1 has suffered little syndepositional disruption, strata within the unit are continuous
over much of the WIPP region. The porosity types present within CU- 1 are summarized in Table
2-3. Bedding-plane partings are probably the most common form of fracture porosity within
CU- 1. They are spaced 10 cm to 60 cm apart. Small-scale subvertical fractures propagate from
bedding plane to bedding plane. Large vugs are uncommon in CU- 1; microvugs are common
along bedding planes in some locations. Where gypsum fracture and pore fillings are minimal,
open bedding-plane fractures may extend over large distances. Interbeds of silty dolomite occur
near the top and base of CU- 1 and are areally extensive and undisrupted. Microvugs and silty
dolomite interbeds probably provide most of the porosity in CU- 1.

Some inferences regarding the spatial connection of bedding-plane fractures and silty
dolomite interbeds in CU- 1 can be drawn from recent hydraulic test results at the H-19 well pad.
Hydraulic tests at the H- 19 well pad indicate that the upper portion of the Culebra (CU- 1), which
contains apparent bedding-plane fractures, is heterogeneous at the scale of the hydropad (i.e.,
there are several regions of very low permeability within the upper Culebra). This implies that
the lateral interconnection of bedding-plane fractures and silty dolomite interbeds is weak and
variable. The vertical connection between CU- 1 and CU-2 depends on the presence of sufficient
subvertical fractures. Hydraulic responses to sinusoidal pumping tests at the H-19 hydropad
indicate that the vertical connection between CU- 1 and underlying units is highly variable
(Beauheim et al., 1997).

Networks of fairly widely spaced bedding-plane fractures interconnected with subvertical
fractures and interbeds of silty dolomite probably provide most of the permeability in CU- 1.
Because bedding-plane fractures are discontinuous laterally, the permeability of CU- 1 is limited
by the vertical interconnection provided by widely spaced subvertical fractures. Reported

vertically-averaged hydraulic conductivities for CU- 1 range from 2X10-8 to 2x10-7 m/s
(Beauheim, 1987; 1996). This range is consistent with median hydraulic conductivity of silty

dolomite samples, 2. lx10-8m/s (Table 2-1). It is likely that flow within CU- 1 is dominated by
silty dolomite interbeds and a few interconnected bedding-plane and subvertical fractures.

Randomly oriented microfractures and small-scale fractures are concentrated along some
bedding planes and represent moderate permeability zones. Most of these permeable zones are
aligned parallel to bedding planes with rare subvertical fractures cross-cutting the less permeable
zones. Flow will be most restricted in low permeability zones consisting of highly elongated
tabular blocks of well-indurated dolomite that vary from -10 cm to -1 m in thickness. Within
the low permeability zones, intercrystalline and vuggy porosity interconnected to intercrystalline
porosity is present.
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Table 2-3. Distribution of Culebra Porosity Types within Culebra Units

Porosity Type Cu-1 CU-2 and CU-3 CU-4

Intercrystalline porosity Abundant Abundant Abundant

Silty dolomite Common near top Common near top of Rare
continuous interbeds and base of unit CU-2 and base of
interparticle porosity CU-3

Silty dolomite Rare Abundant Rare
discontinuous interbeds

interparticle porosity

Silty dolomite blebs Rare Common to Rare
interparticle porosity abundant

Vugs: large to medium Rare Abundant Rare to common
3mrn-10cm

Vugs: large collapsed vugs, Not observed Rare to common Rare
2cmto8cm

Microvugs Rare to common, Common to Rare to common,
<4 mm depending on abundant, depending depending on

location on location location

Bedding-plane parting Common, spaced Not observed Not observed
large-scale >10 m 10 cm to 60 cm

Bedding-plane parting Common, spaced Very rare Rare, but potentially
medium-scale 10cmto60cm common in some

lm–10m locations

Bedding-plane parting Common, spaced Common Common.
small-scale <1 m “ 10cmto60cm

Subvertical medium-scale Very rare Very rare Very rare
gracture, 1 m – 3 m

Subvertical small-scale Common, spaced Common, spaced Common, spaced
fracture, 0.2 m -1 m 0.5 to >2 m <0.5 m 0.2m to-l m

Randomly oriented fracture Rare Abundant, spaced Common, spaced
small-scale, 0.05 m –.2 m <0.05 m to 0.2 m <0.05 m to 0.5 m

,
I Randomly oriented I Rare I Abundant, spaced I Common, spaced

microfracture <0.05 m <0.01 m to 0.2 m <0.05 to 012 m I
Dataderivedfromcore descriptions(HoltandPowers,1988;HoIt,1996),RaaX video logs, andobservationsin
WIPPshafts(HoltandPowers,1984; 1986; 1990). Scaleof bedding-planefracturesrepresentsaninterpretation
basedon thecontinuityof bedding-planefeatures.
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2.2.2 Culebra Units 2 and 3

CU-2 and CU-3 are hydraulically very similar, except CU-2 contains thicker and more
areally persistent silty dolomite interbeds. Because of extensive fracturing, CU-2 and CU-3 are
well-interconnected hydraulically and often are not recovered in core. Core descriptions and
RaaX video logs reveal the following types of porosity in CU-2 and CU-3 (Table 2-3): small-
scale bedding-plane fractures, networks of randomly oriented small-scale fractures and
rnicrofiactures, discontinuous silty dolomite interbeds, large vugs hydraulically connected with
microfiactures and small-scale fractures, microvugs hydraulically connected with microfiactures
and intercrystalline porosity, blebs of silty dolomite interconnected with microfractures and
intercrystalline porosity, and intercrystalline porosity. Areally persistent interbeds of silty
dolomite occur near the top of CU-2 and the base of CU-3. Between these zones, a dense
fracture network is developed. Large-scale fractures are not found in CU-2 and CU-3 because
these units are intensely fractured.

A complex hierarchy of fractures is evident at different scales. Randomly oriented
microfiactures are concentrated in the vicinity of vugs, microvugs, silty dolomite blebs, and
bedding-plane fractures. Blocks bounded by rnicrofiactures typically range in size from -1 cm to
-10 cm on a side, although smaller blocks of <1 cm are common. On a slightly larger scale,
randomly-oriented small-scale fractures oflen interconnect vugs, silty dolomite blebs, and
bedding-plane surfaces. Small-scale fractures bound blocks that range from -5 cm to -20 cm and
contain intercrystalline, vuggy, and microfiacture porosity. When randomly oriented subvertical
fractures are not exter sive, a still larger scale of fractures 4s present. This largest scale is
characterized by interconnected bedding-plane separations and small-scale subverticrd fractures
forming irregularly shaped, tabular blocks that are between 5 cm to 40 cm in thickness and may be
several meters long. At any location, interc~stalline porosity and microvugs hydraulically
connected to intercrystalline porosity occur within the smallest scale of fracture-bounded blocks.

Because of their abundance and high degree of intercomection, fi-actures probably
contribute more to vertically-averaged hydraulic conductivity of CU-2 and CU-3 than do the
other types of porosity. It is expected that lateral variations in the amount of fracturing and the
degree of pore-filling gypsum cements varies on a scale of tens of meters. Thus, preferential flow
occurs because of vertical and lateral variations in the amount of fracturing (heterogeneity), and
local macrodispersion maybe high. Abundant large vugs, rnicrovugs, and silty dolomite interbeds
give these units the highest total porosity in the Culebra. Although some silty dolomite interbeds
are somewhat areally continuous and may provide some contribution to the volume-averaged
permeability, flow through isolated masses of silty dolomite and large vugs is limited by fkacture
interconnections. Within CU-2 and CU-3, fracture-bounded blocks of well-indurated dolomite
containing intercrystalline porosity, with or without connection to microvugs, have the lowest
permeability.

Fluid logging results at the H-19 hydropad (Beauheim et al., 1997; COLOG, 1996) and
observations in the AIS (Holt and Powers, 1990) suggest that at several locations CU-2 and/or
CU-3 contribute most of the flow in the Culebra. This is not the case at all locations; hydraulic
testing at H- 14 suggests that CU- 1 is the most transmissive unit in the Culebra (Beauheim, 1987).
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2.2.3 Culebra Unit 4

Bedding-plane fractures are the dominant porous feature in CU-4 (Table 2-3). Bedding
planes within CU-4 are typically undulatory on the scale of 1 m or more (Holt and Powers,
1990). Undulations have the greatest amplitude at the base of the unit, and the amplitude
becomes damped upward. These undulations directly influence the style of fracturing in CU-4.
Bedding-plane fractures terminate at the high points of these undulations, especially near the base
of the Culebra. In some cases, the lowermost 0.3 m of the CU-4 is brecciated and displays
randomly oriented small-scale fractures with blocks up to 15 cm on a side (Holt and Powers,
1986; Holt, 1996). Except where brecciated, most fracture blocks tend to be tabular, and the
larger fracture blocks are at least 0.5 m to 1.0 m long and from 10 cm to 30 cm thick. Large
collapsed vugs often occur within the lower 0.3 m (Holt, 1996). Thin interlaminate (1 to 2 cm
thick) of silty dolomite occur near the top of CU-4. Intercrystalline porosity is common within
the fracture-bounded blocks and is often interconnected with rnicrovugs.

Although direct hydraulic testing of CU-4 alone has not been performed at any WIPP
well, some inferences about its hydraulic character can be drawn from the geologic evidence.
Where gypsum fracture-filling cements are minimal, fractures along bedding planes and with
subvertical orientations probably form a relatively high-permeability network. This could be
further enhanced in locations where brittle deformation of the dolomite along the lower contact
of the Culebra is greatest. Microvugs and interbeds of silty dolomite provide most of the
porosity within CU-4, but probably contribute little to its permeability as the microvugs are
isolated features, poorly connected to fractures, and the silty interbeds aro also discontinuous.
Subvertical fractures in CU-4 suggest that the unit has a strong hydraulic connection to the
overlying Culebra unit (CU-3).

2.3 Culebra Porosity and Solute Transport Processes

The physical transport processes expected to occur in the Culebra include advection,
diffusion, and sorption. All of these processes are impacted by the character of porosity within
the Culebra. The most important component of the modeling process is the conceptual link
between flow and transport processes and the geologic medium. Prior to establishing the link
between the medium and the physical components of transport, relevant transport processes must
be identified. After relevant processes are identified, the influence the medium exerts on these
processes can then be explored conceptually, and the role of each physical process within various
pontions of the medium can be postulated. This conceptual relationship between the medium and
process provides the framework for creating a mathematical description of the expected transport
processes. In this section, each of the transport processes expected to occur in the Culebra is
reviewed, and the conceptual link between these processes and Culebra porosity is established.

2.3.1 Expected Transport Processes in the Culebra

All transport processes in the Culebra depend on pore size, pore shape, degree of
interconnection between pores, and the spatial variation of these characteristics. The processes
of advection, diffusion, and sorption are expected to be the most relevant to transport in the
Culebra and are reviewed here. Advective processes area function of the velocity of Culebra
pore waters and, therefore, depend both on the character of Culebra porosity and the local
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hydraulic gradient. The processes of diffusion and sorption are independent of the hydraulic
gradient but, instead, primarily depend on the concentration gradient and the character of the
pore-spaces containing water.

The physical transport of solutes by flowing ground water is considered advection. The
processes of advection are related to the velocity of the water flowing through pores in the
Culebra. Because the pore-water velocity is directly proportional to the local hydraulic
conductivity, the magnitude of advective processes depends on the size of and degree of
interconnection between pores within the Culebra. At the pore scale, the velocity of groundwater
moving through a geologic medium varies considerably because of heterogeneity in pore size,
shape, orientation, and degree of interconnection. As the solute is carried by moving water
through the medium, these variations in velocity cause the solute to spread both in the direction
of groundwater flow and perpendicular to average groundwater flow direction. This mechanical
spreading process is referred to as dispersion. At a larger scale, additional spreading may occur
as solutes are diverted around regions of low permeability and into zones of higher permeability.
This effect from larger scales of heterogeneity is the process of macrodispersion. In general, the
spreading attributed to macrodisperison increases as the variance of hydraulic conductivity
increases.

The process of diffusion is independent of pore-water velocity. A solute in water will
tend to move or diffuse from an area of greater concentration toward an area where it is less
concentrated. Diffusion processes tend to spread a solute in the direction of lower concentration.
Diffusion processes are active whenever a concentration gradient exists, even in flowing ground
waters. The ra.> of diffusion is also related to the diffusion coefficient in the medium, or the
apparent diffusion coefficient. The apparent diffusion coefficient for a solute will be smaller
than its free-water diffusion coefficient, because diffusion cannot occur through the solid
portions of the medium, diffusive pathways through the medium are tortuous, and sorption slows
mass transport. The scale of solute movement and spreading by advective processes is usually
several orders of magnitude greater than the spreading caused by diffusion, and the diffusion
process can be neglected.

In portions of the Culebra where groundwater velocities are extremely low or absent, e.g.,
low-permeability regions or “dead-end” pores, groundwater may essentially be “immobile,” and
diffusion may be a primary mechanism for solute transport. If a large enough percentage of the
total porosity is contained within low-permeability zones, solutes in porosity dominated by
advection (advective porosity) can diffuse or slowly advect into the low-permeability zones
(diffusive-porosity zones) significantly altering solute transport behavior. When this occurs, the
zones of low-permeability material may act as a sink, or temporary storage place, for some of the
solute. This process is referred to as physical retardation.

Some solutes may have a chemical affinity for materials present within the geologic
medium. As solutes are transported into contact with these materials, they may be sorbed or
attach to these materials. Sorption processes include adsorption, chemisorption, absorption, and
ion exchange (Fetter, 1993). Adsorption occurs when the solute adheres to a solid surface.
Chemisorption occurs when the solute is incorporated by chemical reaction onto the surface of
the medium. Absorption occurs when solute is sorbed onto interior surfaces of minerals or
particles, Ion exchange occurs when ions in the medium are replaced by some solute ions.
Because these phenomena are difficult to measure and quantify in a geologic medium, they are
lumped together and treated as generic “sorption” processes.
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When the rate of sorption is slow relative to the rate of solute transport, sorption must be
modeled as a rate-limited, or non-equilibrium process. Sorption processes that occur very rapidly
relative to the time scale of solute transport can be considered as occurring instantaneously and
are modeled by equilibrium sorption isotherms. In some cases, the amount of solute sorbed onto
a medium shows equilibrium behavior and varies linearly with the concentration of solute in the
liquid. When this happens the equilibrium sorption processes are considered linear and are
described by the slope of the sorbed versus aqueous concentrations (the parameter IQ. As
sorption is usually a surface reaction, the amount of sorption that will occur is proportional to the
amount of reactive surface area accessible to the solute.

2.3.2 Role of Culebra Porosity in Transport

In this section, the link is established between Culebra porosity types and potential
transport processes. Advective and diffusive porosity types are identified on the basis of their
hydraulic conductivity values. The probable sorption behavior for advective and diffusive
porosity types is discussed.

Because regions with high hydraulic conductivity bound zones with low hydraulic
conductivity, pore-water velocities are likely to be bimodally (possibly multimodally) distributed
in the Culebra. Advective processes are likely to dominate transport within the high hydraulic
conductivity regions, while diffusion is likely to be more important in the low peremability
zones. The hydraulic conductivity values reported from hydraulic tests of WIPP wells represent
a vertical and spatial average of the hydraulic conductivity of all porosity types present around
the well. Advection probably dominates transport processes in Culebra porosity types with
hydraulic conductivities greater than roughly one order of magnitude less than the hydraulic
conductivity reported for a Culebra well.

Samples containing interparticle porosity (silty dolomite) and intercrystalline porosity
with fracture porosity (fractured, well-indurated dolomite) have relatively high hydraulic

conductivities, with median values ranging from 2.1x10-8 rrds to 3.9x10-8 m/s (Table 2-1). These
values are within one order of magnitude of most reported hydraulic conductivity values for

Culebra wells. It is assumed that, where the Culebra hydraulic conductivity is about 3X10-7 m/s
or less, most interparticle porosity and all fracture porosity are dominated by advective processes
and are considered advective porosity. Evidence for this may be found in Culebra hydraulic tests
that show double-porosity hydraulic response and a high storativity ratio. In these locations, silty
dolomite, containing approximately 22% interparticle porosity, may respond to pressure changes
on about the same time scale as fracture porosity, causing the apparent “fracture” storage
coefficient to be larger. Interparticle porosity, small-scale fractures, and microfractures may not
always participate in advective processes. At Culebra welks with interpreted hydraulic
conductivity values greater than 3x10-7 m/s, some regions containing silty dolomite and small-
scale fractures may be bypassed by preferential flow,

Culebra core samples containing intercrystalline porosity and intercrystalline porosity
with vugs have relatively low hydraulic conductivities (Table 2-1). These porosity types are
considered to be diffusive porosity, because pore-water velocities will be much smaller in these
materials than in more conductive materials and diffusion may be a significant mechanism for
solute transport. In addition, interparticle porosity and microfractures that are bypassed by
preferential flow may locally act as diffusive porosity. Zones of diffusive porosity within the
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Culebra are contained within blocks bounded by fractures that participate in advection. These
diffusive-porosity zones greatly vary in size and volume, as the length dimensions of fracture-
bounded blocks within the Culebra vary from a sub-millimeter scale to over 50 cm, with a
myriad of scales in between.

Based upon the results of batch sorption isotherm tests on relatively clay- and iron oxide-
free Culebra dolomite samples, actinides, except americium, have been shown to have a
moderate tendency for sorption on Culebra dolomite and can be shown to follow a linear sorption
isotherm (Brush, 1996). Because sorption is a surface reaction, the Kd for a particular solute will
vary with the surface area of the pore spaces in a geologic medium. Batch Kd values can be
applied in the field only when the medium has essentially the same specific surface area as the
samples used in the batch experiments. Samples used in Culebra batch sorption isotherm
experiments have an average specific surface area of 1.53 m2/gm (Appendix C). Because the
specific surface area of intact samples of Culebra dolomite range from 0.5 to 2.6 m2/gm
(Appendix C), Kd values determined from the batch experiments are appropriate for modeling
chemical sorption in diffusive porosity within the Culebra.

Under most circumstances, the specific surface area per unit mass of the advective
porosity will be smaller than the specific surface area of the diffusive porosity. In a chemically
homogeneous rock, therefore, we should expect that more sorption will occur in the diffusive
porosity. Advective porosity within the Culebra is not, however, chemically homogeneous. Clay
minerals (e.g., corrensite) and iron oxides occur along fracture surfaces in the Culebra and have a
greater sorption potential for actinides than does dolomite (Lappin et al., 1989). Culebra
diffusive porosity is chemically more homogeneous than the frscture suefaces, because clays and
iron oxides are less abundant and more widely distributed. During later calculations (Sections 4
and 5), however, it is assumed that the Culebra is chemically homogeneous and sorption occurs
only on dolomite.

2.4 Idealized Hydrogeologic Framework for the Culebra at the H-19 Hydropad

At a location where geologic information is relatively complete, the linkages established
between transport processes and Culebra porosity types can be used to construct an idealized
hydrogeologic framework. Using location-specific geologic information regarding the
distribution and amount of each porosity type present in each Culebra unit, advective porosity for
each unit can be estimated, and diffusive-porosity zones of different scales defined. The result is
a location-specific hydrogeologic framework that can be used to conceptualize transport
processes.

In the following discussion, a hydrogeologic framework is constructed for the Culebra at
the H-19 hydropad (see Figure 1-10 for the location of the H-19 hydropad). The H-19 hydropad
was chosen because of its relevance to recent tracer tests and the high quality of core recovered
from wells on the hydropad. The geologic description and photographs of the core from H- 19b0
provided the basis for this effort (Figure 2-2). From the core photographs and descriptions, the
percentage of each unit containing intercrystalline porosity, intercrystalline porosity with vugs,
and interparticle porosity is estimated. Several average fracture-bounded block sizes are
identified. Average fracture-bounded block sizes are selected to most simply represent the
character of each Culebra unit. The number of average block sizes could be increased by
defining new block ranges and estimating the percentage of each from H- 19b0 core photographs.
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For this exercise, no vertical or spatial variations are considered within Culebra units, and all
diffusive porosity zones are considered to be equally well comected to advective porosity.
Relevant aspects of the geology of the Culebra at the H-19 hydropad are discussed below.

At the H-19 hydropad, the advective porosity within CU- 1 consists of bedding-plane
fractures interconnected to subvertical fractures that extend from bedding plane to bedding plane
and silty dolomite interbeds near the top and base of the unit. Advective porosity also includes
smaller-scale fractures. Advection in CU- 1 is expected to be dominantly horizontal along high
permeability features. Diffusive porosity consists of well-indurated dolomite containing
intercrystalline porosity and intercrystalline porosity connected to microvugs. Examination of
the H- 19b0 core reveals that approximately 18% of CU- 1 consists of silty dolomite.

Intercrystalline porosity occupies roughly 57% of the diffusive porosity in CU-1 and can
be subdivided into three different average block sizes. Roughly 7% of the intercrystalline
porosity is contained within angular blocks that are less than 4 cm across. Approximately 54%
of the intercrystalline porosity is located in tabular zones about 10 cm thick, and about 38% of
the intercrystalline porosity occurs within tabular zones 30 cm thick. Intercrystalline porosity
containing vugs occupies 25% of CU- 1 and occurs in tabular zones roughly 30 cm thick.

Advective porosity within CU-2 and CU-3 consists of a complex network of small-scale
bedding-plane fractures, subvertical fractures, randomly oriented fractures, fractures that
interconnect vugs, and interbeds and zones of silty dolomite. In the H- 19b0 core, approximately
28% of CU-2/CU-3 consists of silty dolomite.

In CU-2/CU-3, diffusive porosity includes intercrystalline porosity and intercrystalline
porosity with vugs. Intercrystalline por~~ity occupies roughly 38% of CU-2/CU-3. About 45%
of the intercrystalline porosity is contained within angular fracture-bounded blocks less than or
equal to 2 cm across. The remaining 5570 of intercrystalline dolomite occurs within larger, -5-
cm-wide, angular blocks of intercrystalline dolomite. Intercrystalline dolomite containing vugs

occupies 34!Z0of CU-2/CU-3. It is contained within angular blocks S 2 cm wide (23% of all
intercrystalline dolomite with vugs), angular blocks -10 cm wide (33% of all intercrystalline
dolomite with vugs), and tabular blocks -20 cm thick (44% of all intercrystalline dolomite with
Vugs).

Advective porosity within CU-4 consists of a network of medium-scale bedding-plane
fractures, medium-scale subvertical fractures, local small-scale fractures and microfractures, and
rare irregular zones of silty dolomite. Silty dolomite occupies approximately 6% of CU-4.

Diffusive porosity within CU-4 consists of intercrystalline porosity and intercrystalline
porosity with vugs. Well-indurated dolomite containing intercrystalline porosity occupies ,

roughly 36~o of CU-4 and is contained within angular blocks s 4 cm on a side ( 17~0 of
intercrystalline porosity) and tabular blocks -10 cm thick (83 YO of intercrystalline porosity).
Dolomite containing intercrystalline porosity and vugs is contained within approximately 5870 of
CU-4. Dolomite containing intercrystalline porosity and vugs is occurs within tabular blocks 10
cm (3 19io)and 30 cm (69!%) thick.

For each Culebra unit, estimates of advective porosity and definitions of diffusive-
porosity zones are presented in Table 2-4 and Table 2-5, respectively. Bulk densities for zone j,
advective porosity or a diffusive porosity zone, are calculated using

Ph,j= P,(l ‘@j) (2-2)
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where pd is the Culebra grain density, assigned to be 2.82 gm/cm3 (Kelley and Saulnier, 1990),

and @jis the porosity of zone j. Advective porosity is characterized by several estimated
parameters. First, the total advective porosity for the unit is estimated by scaling the interparticle
porosity (Table 2-1 ) by the fraction of silty dolomite present in the unit. This assumes that the
contribution of fracture porosity to the advective porosity is negligible when compared to the
porosity contribution from silty dolomite. Second, an advective bulk density is estimated using
Equation 2-2. Since the specific surface area of fractures is assumed to be negligible, the specific
surface area of the advective porosity is estimated using

‘A,ip -& Pb,ip
s A.a =

Pb,a

(2-3)

where SA,l~is the specific surface area of the interparticle porosity (L2/M) (Table 2-2), JP is the

fraction of the unit containing silty dolomite, p~,~Pis the bulk density of the interparticle porosity,

and p~,. is the bulk density of the advective porosity.
Diffusive-porosity zones are defined (Table 2-5) on the basis of ( 1) the porosity type

contained within the zone, (2) the average half-block size associated with the zone, (3) the total
porosity of the diffusion zone (void volume in diffusive zone/total volume of the unit), (4) an
idealized geometry for the zone, (5) a specific surface area for the zone, (6) the formation factor
of the porosity type within the zone, and (7) the bulk density of the material within the zone. ~‘
Porosity types and half-block sizes are determined by geologic description. The total porosity of
the diffusion zone is calculated by scaling the porosity of the diffusion zone porosity type (Table
2-1) with the fraction of the unit containing the diffusive porosity zone. The idealized geometry
used for tabular zones and blocky zones is considered layered and spherical, respectively. The
formation factor and specific surface area for a diffusive porosity zone is considered to be the
average sample value reported for the porosity type contained within the zone (Tables 2-1 and
2-2). The bulk density for each zone is estimated using Equation 2-2.

Table 2-4. Estimated Hydraulic Parameters for Advective Porosity in Culebra Units at the
H-19 Hydropad

Cu-1 CU-2/CU-3 CU-4

Advective porosity 0.04 0.06 0.01

Specific surface area (m2/gm) 0.2 0.3 0.06

Advective bulk density (grn/m3) 2.71x106 2.64x10G 2.78x106
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Table 2-5. Estimated Hy&aulic Pwmeters for Diffusive Porosi~Zones atthe H-l9Hydropad

Culebra Porosity Type Half- Geometry Diffusive Specifk Bulk Formation
Unit Block Porosity Surface Density Factor

Size Area (grn/m3)
(m) (m2/gm)

Cu-1 Intercrystalline 0.02 spherical 0.004 1 2.81X106 111

Intercrystalline 0.05 layered 0.034 1 2.72x10G 111

Intercrystalline 0.15 layered 0.024 1 2.75x10G 111

Intercrystalline/ 0.15 layered 0.038 1 2.71x10G 104
Vugs

cu-2/ Intercrystalline 0.01 spherical 0.019 1 2.77x10G 111
CU-3

Intercrystalline 0.05 spherical 0.023 1 2.76x10G 111

Intercrystalline/ 0.01 spherical 0.012 1 2.79x10G 104
Vugs

Intercrystalline/ 0.05 spherical 0.017 1 2.77x10G 104
Vugs

Intercrystalli~e/ 0.1 layered 0.022 1 2.76x10G 104
Vugs

CU-4 Intercrystalline 0.02 spherical 0.007 1 2.80x10G 111

Intercrystalline 0.05 layered 0.033 1 2.73x106 111

Intercrystalline/ 0.05 layered 0.027 1 2.74x10G 104
Vugs

Intercrystallinel 0,15 layered 0.060 1 2.65x10G 104
Vugs

In general, CU- 1 is interpreted to have an advective porosity of 0.04 and to contain
primarily layered diffusive porosity zones from 10 cm to 30 cm thick. CU-2/CU-3 has an
estimated advective porosity of 0.06 and primarily spherical diffusive porosity zones from 2 cm
to 10 cm in diameter. CU-4 has an estimated advective porosity of 0.01 and contains mainly
layered diffusive porosity zones from 10 cm to 30 cm thick. It is important to note that the
definitions of the diffusive zones are examples that are intended to preserve the general geologic
character of each Culebra unit. The number of diffusive zones could be increased to provide
greater resolution of diffusive porosity zones.

The approach demonstrated in this section illustrates how detailed geologic information
can be used to construct a quantitative tie between geology and transport processes in a
hydrogeologic framework. This approach can be applied at other locations where Culebra
geologic data are sufficient. Although the hydrogeologic framework presented here applies only
to the H-19 hydropad, some generalizations to other locations can be made. Because Culebra
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units have excellent stratigraphic continuity across the WIPP area, the proportions of each
porosity type observed in Culebra units at the H- 19 hydropad are likely to be representative of the
WIPP area.

Where the Culebra displays a transmissivity much higher than at the H- 19 hydropad
(Figure 1-10), the increase in transmissivity is probably due to the presence of more areally
extensive fracture networks within CU2, CU3, and CU4. Areally extensive fracture networks
may act as fast paths that bypass other portions of the Culebra, and smaller-scale fractures and
some silty dolomite zones may best be considered as diffusive porosity. It is likely that the
fracture density in Culebra units at these locations is similar to or larger than at the H 19
hydropad.

Where the Culebra displays a transrnissivity much lower than at the H- 19 hydropad
(Figure 1-10), fewer well-interconnected fracture networks are present, and most advection
occurs through silty dolomite zones. Where gypsum cements are not extensive, the advective
porosity for each Culebra unit is likely to be similar to the estimates for the H- 19 hydropad.
Where gypsum cements are extensive, it can be assumed that gypsum cements reduce all porosity
uniformly, and ratios of diffusive to advective porosity will remain about the same within
Culebra units. Where transrnissivities are lower than at the H-19 hydropad, fewer fractures are
present because overburden thickness is greater or more gypsum cements fill fractures. In either
case, the size of fracture-bounded blocks will increase as the number of fractures is reduced.
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3. MATHEMATICAL MODEL FOR SOLUTE TRANSPORT IN THE CULEBRA

3.1 Multiple-Rate, Double-Porosity Model

Transport processes in the Culebra are expected to be very complex. Advection is
expected to be the dominant process in fractures and, in many locations, silty dolomite interbeds.
These feature are heterogeneously distributed both vertically and horizontally through the
Culebra. The vertical scale of heterogeneity changes at the boundaries of Culebra units, and it is
expected that advective processes are most similar within individual Culebra units. The
horizontal scales of heterogeneity within units remain unknown, but they are probably greater
than the unit thickness. Fracture-bounded blocks of dolomite within each of these units contain
intercrystalline porosity and intercrystalline porosity with vugs, vary greatly in size and shape,
and are heterogeneously distributed vertically through the Culebra at a scale roughly defined by
the boundaries of Culebra units. Within these blocks, diffusion is probably an important
mechanism for solute transport, Because advectively-dominated porosity is chemically
inhomogeneous, sorption processes are expected to be complicated. The level of complexity
present in the Culebra cannot be practically incorporated into an advection-dispersion transport
model. Therefore, an alternative model that is easier to construct and preserves the physical
behavior of transport processes expected in the Culebra must be selected.

A multiple-rate, double-porosity transport model preserves the physical behavior of
expected transport processes in the Culebra. Multiple-rate, double-porosity models differ
conceptually from the classic single-rate, double-porosity model (Figure 3-1 ), In a single-rate
double-porosity model, diffusion is assumed to occur into only one diffusive-porosity zone
described by a constant size, geomet~, and diffusion characteristics. A multiple-rate model is
more general, because it allows diffusive mass transfer into a number of diffusive-porosity zones
of varying size, geometry, and diffusion characteristics. In the absence of chemical decay or non-
sorption chemical reaction, a double-porosity, multiple-rate model with equilibrium chemical
sorption and diffusion in and out of N zones of diffusive porosity can be expressed as (Haggerty
and Gorelick, 1995)

(3-1)

where C [M7L3] is the aqueous concentration in the advective porosity, C.” [M/Ls] is the aqueous
concentration in the diffusive-porosity zone n, D [L2/T] is the hydrodynamic dispersion tensor, v
[L/T] is the average pore-water velocity in the advective porosity, and R [dimensionless] is the
retardation coefficient due to equilibrium chemical sorption in the advective porosity. The term

P.” [dimensionless] is a capacity coefficient. In this model, it is important to note that all N
diffusive porosity zones are assumed to have equal access to advective porosity.
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Figure 3-1. Schematic of double porosity models: a) single-rate–all rates equal and
b) multiple-rate.
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The retardation coefficient is defined as the relation

(3-2)

where Kd [L3/M] is the equilibrium, linear sorption, distribution coefficient. The Kd can be
related to a surface equilibrium constant (Ka) through the expression (Neretnieks, 1980)

Kd = KaSA (3-3)

The capacity coefficient, P.*, is a ratio of the total amount of solute mass in the diffusive-
porosity zone n with the total amount of solute mass in advective porosity, when mass transfer
between the advective porosity and the diffusive-porosity type n is in equilibrium [i.e., C(t) =
C.”(t)]. The capacity coefficient is defined as

p: -RR;: , (3-4)

where Rn* [dimensionless] is the retardation coefficient in the diffusive-porosity zone n, Q.*

[dimensionless] is the porosity in diffusive-porosity zone n, and $ [dimensionless] is the

advective porosity. The value of ~.” reflects the maximum potential contribution of diffusive-

porosity zone n to physical retardation of the breakthrough curve. When ~.” <1, the amount of
solute mass that can be contained within diffusive-porosity zone n is less than the amount of

solute mass that can be contained within the advective porosity. When ~.” > 1, diffusive-porosity

zone n can contain more mass than the advective porosity. If ~1’ is very small compared to the

sum of the remaining ~.’, the maximum amount of mass contained within diffusive-porosity
zone 1 will be a very small fraction of that contained in the other diffusive-porosity zones, and
diffusive-porosity zone 1 can be neglected with a mean error

Error <1 – (3-5)

The capacity coefficient is important because it provides a metric for comparing the maximum
potential influence of each diffusive-porosity zone and, therefore, gives a basis for reducing the
total number of diffusive zones in a multiple-rate model (Figure 3-1). Because potential
diffusive-porosity types at any one location in the Culebra are distributed in zones of widely
varying size, the number of diffusive zones, N, present at any one location in the Culebra is very
large. By ranking the values of capacity coefficients for Culebra diffusive-porosity zones and
eliminating those zones with very small capacity coefficients, the number of zones could be
substantially reduced, and the multiple-rate model simplified.
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Two different approaches are used to describe the change in concentration within
diffusive-porosity zone n. In the first approach, diffusion into and out of each diffusive-porosity
zone is explicitly modeled using the diffusion equation

where Da,~ is the apparent diffusion coefficient [L2/T] for the porous media contained within
diffusive zone n, given by

Dd,n = D, (Fn Rn )-’

(3-6)

(3-7)

where DVis the diffusion coefficient in water [L2/T], F. is the formation factor [dimensionless]
for diffusive-porosity zone n, and Rn [dimensionless] is the retardation coefficient for equilibrium
chemical sorption in the diffusive-porosity zone n.

While this approach is theoretically satisfying and precisely preserves the physics of
transport, it is very cumbersome because the initial distribution of solute must be known, and the
boundary conditions are complicated because of the irregular shapes of diffusive-porosity zones.
In practical applications of diffusion models, the shape and dimensionality of the surfaces
bounding each diffusive-porosity zone are simplified by assuming that the surface of each
diffusive-porosity zone is a regular geometric form (e.g., parallelogram, cube, sphere, cylinder, or
parallel plate). With this assumption, Equation 3-6 is solved analytically or numerically with the
appropriate boundary conditions for the concentration in diffusive zones.

Often, further simplifications are made by assuming that all of the diffusive-porosity
zones have the same geometric form (e.g., all regions are spheres), that the diffusive-porosity
zones are of the same size (e.g., all regions are spheres of the same radius), and, finally, that the
hydraulic characteristics of all diffusive zones are the same (e.g., all regions are spheres of the
same radius with the same apparent diffusion coefficient). When all of these assumptions are
made, the resulting model is a single-rate formulation of Equation 3-1, where N = 1 (Figure
3-la).

A mathematically simpler approach for modeling rate-limited mass transfer between
advective and diffusive porosity is similar to the treatment of sorption processes and employs the
following first-order approximation for the rate of mass transfer into diffusive zones (Coats and
Smith, 1964; van Genuchten and Wierenga, 1976; Bear and Verruijt, 1987; Sardin et al., 1991;
Haggerty and Gorelick, 1995):

(3-8)

where a. [1/T] is the mass-transfer coefficient for diffusion. In this approach, the unknown,
often unknowable, physical aspects of the diffusion processes are lumped into a single parameter

(ct.). It is assumed that all solute mass contained in the diffusive-porosity zone n is equally
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distributed through the zone at all times; thus C.* represents the volumetric average
concentration in diffusive zone n. This type of model is a “lumped” parameter model, which can
be thought of as a “continuously stirred reactor” or a “mixing cell” of uniform composition. It is

important to note that l/a~ [T] is a characteristic time (time constant) for diffusion.
Haggerty and Gorelick ( 1995) showed that special multiple-rate models incorporating the

first-order approximation (Equation 3-8) were equivalent to single-rate models of diffusion
(Equation 3-6) from layers, cylinders, and spheres. In all of these multiple-rate equivalents to

geometric diffusion models, the mass-transfer coefficients a. can be described by

D
ctn=Bn~

1:
(3-9)

where Bn is a geometry-dependent term and 1. is the distance from the center to the edge of an
diffusive zone n in a diffusion model. For single-rate, first-order approximations to diffusion

models, the geometry term Bn is always greater than one. For spherical diffusion, Bn = n2; for

cylindrical diffusion, Bn = 5.78; and Bn = n2/4 for layered diffusion.
Although the first-order model does not precisely preserve the physics of diffusive mass

transfer, it offers some practical advantages over diffusion models. The mathematics describing
diffusion processes are simple (first-order, ordinary differential equation) and analytical or
numerical solutions are more readily obtained. The first-order rate approximation is also
convenient for examining the behavior of multiple-rate models and connecting the geologic
characteristics of the medium to mass transport.

Using the first-order approximation for diffusion processes, we can show how the general
form of the governing equation for mass transport (Equation 3-1 ) can be simplified, if the rate of
mass transfer attributable to diffusion is either very large or very small relative to the rate of
advection. For the purpose of this discussion, the rate of advection is defined as

v

z (3-lo)

where L is the advective travel length. For a constant pore water velocity (v), the rate of
advection is inversely proportional to the advective travel length.

If the mass-transfer coefficient for a particular zone of diffusive porosity (a.) is very
small when compared to the rate of advective mass transfer, then diffusive mass transport occurs
very slowly compared to advective mass transport, and

a c*
~=
at

o (3-11)

If the mass-transfer coefficients for all N of the diffusive-porosity zones are sufficiently small
when compared to the rate of advection, essentially no solute mass is transferred into the
diffusive porosity, and the governing equation (Equation 3-1 ) reduces to
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(3-12)

which is a single-porosity form of the advection dispersion equation in which only the advective

porosity participates in mass transport processes. Similarly, if the mass-transfer coefficient u,, is
very large relative to the rate of advective mass transfer, then diffusive solute transport occurs
very quickly compared to advective transport, and

c: =C (3-13)

If all N of the mass-transfer coefficients are very large, it can be assumed that the mass transfer
between the advective porosity and all diffusive-porosity zones is in equilibrium and occurs
instantaneously. This assumption is commonly referred to as the local equilibrium assumption
(LEA). When the LEA is valid, the simplest form of the governing equation becomes

(l+y:]g=+’c)-;vc
(3-14)

Equation 3-14 is also a single-porosity form of the advection dispersion equation with a physical
retardation coefficient equal to

It is important to note that slow advective mass transfer can be simulated using a first-
order approximation. Mass transfer coefficients for slow advection are proportional to v/21, and
all principles here applied to first-order diffusion also apply to first-order approximations of slow
advective transport processes.

Because l/w [T] is a characteristic time for diffusion and the advective travel length (L)
divided by the retarded velocity is the mean advective travel time, a scaled ratio of the advective
travel time versus the time for diffusion (a Damkohler Type I number [Damkohler, 1936]) can be
used to determine whether diffusion occurs very slowly or very rapidly when compared to
advection.

3.2 Damkohler Type 1Number as a Metric for Transport Processes

Bahr and Rubin (1987), by direct comparison of the mathematical formulation for
transport under LEA conditions and non-equilibrium conditions, developed a procedure for
determining a Damkohler number for double-porosity models. The Damkohler Type I number
for the diffusive-porosity zone n (Haggerty and Gorelick, 1995) is
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Daln =Ctn(p:+1):

For a given mass-transfer coefficient, capacity coefficient, and

(3-16)

mean advective travel time (all
terms to the right of the parentheses in Equation 3-16), the Damkohler number indicates the
importance of advection versus diffusion processes. During one-dimensional transport, diffusion
essentially occurs instantaneously relative to advection when the Damkohler number approaches
100 (Haggerty and Gorelick, 1995). Although the minimum Damkohler number at which
multiple-rate behavior begins to occur has not been explicitly defined, Bahr and Rubin (1987)
indicate that for Darnkohler numbers less than - 10-2that the rate of reaction (e.g., diffusion) is
so slow that virtually no reaction (diffusion into diffusive porosity) occurs in a finite time.

It is important to note that the Darnkohler number is directly proportional to the advective
travel length (L) when all other parameters remain constant. For a short advective length, a small
Damkohler number indicates that the time for diffusion is much larger than the time required to
advect solutes a distance of L through the medium. If Damkohler numbers for all N diffusive-
porosity zones in a multiple-rate model are very small (C10-2), then breakthrough curves
observed at distance L will reflect single-porosity behavior, and mass transport can be described
mathematically by Equation 3-12. If the Darnkohler number is between 10-2and 100, the time
for diffusion is roughly of the same order as the time required to advect solutes a distance of L.
When the Darnkohler numbers of one or more diffusive-porosity zones in a multiple rate model
are between 10-2 and 100, breakthrough curves observed at L will show double-porosity

behavior. When the Darnkohler number is 2100, diffusion appears to occur instantaneously
relative to the time required to advect solutes a distance L through the medium. When the
Darnkohler numbers for all of the diffusive-porosity zones in a multiple-porosity model are
greater than 100, breakthrough curves observed at a distance L from the source will show single-
porosity behavior, and observed mass transport at L can be mathematically described by Equation
3-14.

An example of how increasing Damkohler numbers or advective travel length affects
breakthrough curves at the advective distance (L) is shown in Figure 3-2. Figure 3-2 shows the
simulated breakthrough curves for one-dimensional transport through a double-porosity, single-
rate medium. For reference, a single-porosity simulation using Equation 3-12 and a single-
porosity (LEA) simulation using Equation 3-14 are included. The inlet boundary condition for
all simulations is an infinite duration, unit step increase in concentration. The advective travel
length (L) and the Damkohler number increase an order of magnitude for each successive
simulation. Simulations with Damkohler numbers of less than 10-2fall on the single-porosity
breakthrough curve, indicating that at short advective travel lengths (L) diffusion occurs too
slowly when compared with advection to alter the breakthrough curve. For simulations where
the Darnkohler number was 0.1 or 1.0, the breakthrough curves are substantially different,
indicating that diffusion is significant at these time and length scales. The lower part of these
breakthrough curves, which primarily reflect advection of the solute, is also physically retarded
(shifted to the right of the single-porosity breakthrough curve) due to diffusion. Above the lower
advectively-dominated parts of these curves, a marked decrease in slope occurs at the point when
diffusion begins to dominate transport. In this dimensionless time region, mass transfer of
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Simulated breakthrough curves for one-dimensional transport in a
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porosity breakthrough curves equivalent to Equations 3-12 and 3-14
are shown. The boundary condition at the inlet is an infinite duration,
step increase in concentration.
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solutes into the diffusive porosity exceeds the rate of advective transport, so the breakthrough
curves flatten. Once the concentration in the diffusive porosity approaches that of the advective
porosity, all of the diffusive porosity is saturated with solute, and the slope of the breakthrough
curves again rises.

The breakthrough curves for the simulations with Damkohler numbers of 10 and 100
show substantial physical retardation from diffusion. The shape of the breakthrough curves
resembles a single-porosity breakthrough curve. Because the mass transfer rate for diffusion is
much greater than the rate advective mass transfer, solutes must access nearly all of the diffusive
porosity before advection can occur. The breakthrough curve from the simulation with a
Damkohler number of 100 falls on the single-porosity (LEA) breakthrough curve, indicating that
diffusion occurs nearly instantaneously relative to advection and all of the diffusive porosity is
fully participating in the transport process.

The breakthrough curves shown in Figure 3-2 illustrate how transport processes in a
double-porosity medium can show single-porosity behavior, where only advective porosity
participates in transport, during transport over a short distance (L). As the length scale (L)
progressively increases, the breakthrough curves begin to show the effects of diffusion, and
finally the breakthrough curves “roll-up,” showing single-porosity (LEA) behavior, where all of
the diffusive porosity “instantaneously” participates in transport. This type of behavior is not
limited to first-order diffusion models. Using a one-dimensional numerical implementation of
Equations 3-1 and 3-6 with N = 1, Reeves et al. (1987) show that models that treat diffusion
explicitly also tend to show LEA behavior at large advective travel times.

In a double-porosity medium, the total amount of mass that can be chemically sorbed
depends on how much solute moves into the diffusive porosity. As we have previously shown in
Figure 3-2, mass transfer into the diffusive porosity can be considered a function of the advective
travel length. Figure 3-3 illustrates how the mass contained within the diffusive porosity
increases with time. All of the curves shown in Figure 3-3 reflect the dimensionless mass
contained within the one-dimensional column of Figure 3-2.

For the case of the single-porosity (advective porosity only) curve (Equation 3-12),
solutes are denied access to the diffusive porosity, and the total mass in the system rises until all
of the advective porosity (10-2) is filled. At this point, the mass remaining in the column does not
change with time, because solutes are not allowed to access the diffusive porosity. The mass
remaining for a Darnkohler number of 0.001 essentially follows the single-porosity (advective
porosity only) curve until a critical time is reached at a dimensionless time of -40. At this
threshold time, significant solute mass begins to diffuse into and accumulate in the diffusive
porosity. As the Damkohler number or the problem length scale increases, this threshold time
occurs earlier on a dimensionless time scale, indicating that the time for diffusion is decreasing
relative to the time for solutes to advective a distance length (L). At a Damkohler number of
100, the mass remaining in the column follows the single-porosity (LEA) curve (Equation 3-14)
indicating that diffusive mass transfer occurs instantaneously relative to the time required to
advect a distance (L). All of these curves show that the amount of solute contained in diffusive
porosity (including sorbed solute) increases with time, and the amount of time required to diffuse
significant solute mass into the diffusive porosity, relative to the advective travel time, will
decrease as the advective travel length increases.
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Figure 3-3. Simulations of the dimensionless mass remaining in a one-dimensional column
containing a double-porosity, single-rate medium. The boundary condition at the
inlet is an infinite duration, step increase in concentration. To provide reference,
single-porosity mass remaining curves equivalent to Equations 3-12 and 3-14 are
shown.
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For a finite-duration pulse at the inlet boundary, the maximum amount of mass contained within
the diffusive porosity will increase as the Damkohler number or advective travel length increases.
If the pulse passes through the column before the threshold time for diffusion, little mass will
diffuse into diffusive porosity, As the Damkohler number increases, the critical time for
diffusion becomes smaller relative to the advective travel time, and more mass will diffuse into
the diffusive porosity. Tailing behavior in the breakthrough curve occurs as mass slowly diffuses
back out of diffusive porosity. At a Damkohler number of 100, diffusion into and out of the
diffusive porosity occurs instantaneously relative to the advective travel time, and the
breakthrough curve will be physically retarded because all of the porosity participates in mass
transport. If this occurs, the LEA is a valid assumption,

3.3 Sub-Models within the Multiple-Rate, Double-Porosity Model

The preceding discussion (Section 3.2) shows how knowledge of the Damkohler numbers
for each diffusive porosity type can be used to predict general breakthrough curve behavior. This
knowledge can also be used to simplify the multiple-rate model (Haggerty and Gorelick, 1995).
At different length and time scales, one of four simplified sub-models maybe
transport processes:

●

●

●

●

Sub-Model 1. Single-porosity, zero-rate, advection-dispersion model
applied when the Darnkohler numbers for all possible diffusive-porosity
10-2.

Sub-Model 2. Double-porosity, single-rate advection-dispersion model

used to simulate

(Equation 3-12) is
zones are less than

(Equations 3-1 and
3-6, or 3-8, with N= 1) is applied when the Damkohler numbers of all diffusive-porosity
zones are approximately equal and between 10-2 and 100. This model is also applied when
only one diffusive-porosity zone has a Damkohler number between 10-2 and 100. In this
case, diffusive-porosity zones with Damkohler numbers e 10“z are excluded from the
problem, and a physical retardation factor containing the capacity coefficients from all of

those porosity zones with Damkohler numbers 2100 is used.

Sub-Model 3. Double-porosity, multiple-rate, advection-dispersion model (Equations 3-1
and 3-6, or 3-8) is applied when the Damkohler number of more than one diffusive-porosity
zone is between 10-z and 100. In this case, diffusive-porosity zones with Damkohler numbers
< 10-2 are excluded from the problem, and a physical retardation factor containing the

capacity coefficients from all of those porosity types with Damkohler numbers 2 100 is

applied. In this case, diffusive-porosity zones with Damkohler numbers < 10-2 or 2 100 are
treated as Sub-Model 2.

Sub-Model 4. Single-porosity, LEA, advection-dispersion model (Equation 3- 14) is applied
when the Damkohler numbers of all diffusive-porosity zones are 2100.

For a given geologic medium and groundwater velocity, it is possible that each of the
preceding models could be relevant at different problem scales (Figure 3-4). As the advective
travel length increases, the time for advection increases proportionally, but the mass-transfer
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coefficients for diffusion and the capacity coefficients remain the same. Consequently, the
Damkohler number for a particular porosity type will increases as the advective travel length
increases. For example, the breakthrough curve from a core-scale sample of porous medium may
be approximately modeled using Sub-Model 1, because all Damkohler numbers maybe c 10-2.
As the advective travel length increases, the Damkohler number of the diffusive-porosity zone
with the largest mass-transfer coefficient will rise above 10-2, while the Damkohler numbers of
the remaining diffusive-porosity zones will remain below 10-2. Under these circumstances, Sub-
Model 2 is the simplest mathematical model for transport. A field-scale tracer test may best be
modeled using Sub-Model 3, if the Darnkohler number of several diffusive-porosity zones is
between 10-2 and 100, At an even larger scale, all but one of the diffusive-porosity zones maybe
in equilibrium with the advective porosity, and Sub-Model 2 is again the simplest mathematical
model for transport. At a regional scale, all diffusive-porosity zones maybe in equilibrium with
the advective porosity, and Sub-Model 4 will adequately describe transport processes.

3.4 Estimates of Critical Culebra Length Scales

As previously indicated (Sections 3-2 and 3-3), the multiple-rate, double-porosity model
can be simplified to a single-porosity model (Equation 3-12) or a single-porosity LEA model
(Equation 3-14) when the Darnkohler numbers for all possible diffusive-porosity zones is either
very small (10-2) or very large (100), respectively. For conditions defined by a constant pore-
water velocity and a homogeneous distribution of diffusive-porosity zones, the Darnkohler
number is a function of advective travel length only. By identi~’;ng the critical lengths at which
the Darnkohler numbers equal 10-2or 100 for each diffusive-porosity zone, the length scales over
which each of the four sub-models (Section 3.3) apply can be estimated.

Before the critical length scales can be estimated, relevant parameters must be known,
including the advective porosity, the advective retardation coefficient, the number of diffusive-
porosity zones, their mass-transfer coefficients, and their capacity ratios. In most circumstances,
it is not possible to know all of the required parameters to undertake this exercise. These
parameters can be estimated, however, using information from samples and geologic
descriptions. Because this type of first-order approximation provides estimates of expected
transport behavior independent of transport experiments or numerical simulation, it is potentially
useful for both experimental design and conceptual model validation.

For the following analyses, the Culebra is considered a multiple-rate, double-porosity
medium and is assumed to be homogeneous with characteristics described by the idealized
hydrogeologic framework for the H- 19 hydropad (Section 2-4). Diffusion is assumed to follow a
first-order model (Equation 3-8), and critical lengths are estimated for both non-reactive and
reactive transport using

Li,n = Ddi (3-17)
Rp,nm:(p: + 1)

where Dali equals 10-2or 100 for i = 1, 2, Rp,n is the physical retardation coefficient for the
advective porosity, and R is the chemical retardation coefficient for the advective porosity. The
mass transfer coefficient is described by Equation 3-9 with a free-water diffusion coefficient
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arbitrarily assumed to be 3X10-10m2/s. For all calculations, an arbitrary average pore-water

velocity of 1 rn/yr (-3xl 0-8 mh) is assumed. Advective porosity and advective specific surface
area for each Culebra unit are given in Table 2-1. Half-block size, idealized geometry, specific
surface area, and porosity for diffusive-porosity zones are also defined in Table 2-2.

Capacity coefficients that apply over short time and length scales are calculated using
Equation 3-4. Capacity coefficients used in the calculations for critical lengths, however, must
reflect physical retardation as diffusive porosity zones reach LEA conditions. Under these
circumstances, the capacity coefficients are determined by scaling the result from Equation 3-4
with a physical retardation factor

(3-18)p;,n .+L
p,n

As the LEA is reached for preceding porosity types, the physical retardation coefficient for the
advective porosity that is applied in Equation 3-18 is determined from

‘pn=Rp7n-l[l+$p(3-19)

where I is the number of diffusive porosity zones, with capacity coefficients of ~*~EA,n, that have

Dal >100 and Rp,o = 1. For reactive transport, chemical retardation is assumed to occur in both
the advective and diffusive porosity, and chemical retardation

~=~+pbKasA

@

coefficients are calculated using

(3-20)

with an arbitrary Ka equal to 6.5x10-5 m (equal to a Kd of -100 cm3/gm when the specific surface
area equals 1.5 m2/gm).

Table 3-1 contains estimates of capacity coefficients for both reactive and non-reactive
transport at short time and length scales for Dal= 0.01 in all Culebra units at the H-19 hydropad.
Careful examination of Table 3-1 yields some insight into short-scale transport processes within
the Culebra units. For each Culebra unit, non-reactive capacity coefficients vary by up to an
order of magnitude, reflecting porosity variations between diffusive-porosity zones. For reactive-
transport, however, the capacity coefficients are all approximately the same, suggesting that the
ratio of the diffusive versus advective specific surface area controls the capacity coefficient. This
can be illustrated by comparing the short-scale capacity coefficient for non-reactive transport

(3-21)
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Table 3-1. Estimated Capacity Coefficients Valid for Short Time and Length Scales (~*)

(Equation 3-4) and Large Time and Length Scales ( ~~ ) (Equation 3-18 with 3-19)

Culebra
Unit

Cu- 1

cu-2/
CU-3

CU-4

Porosity Type Half-Block Non-
Size/ reactive

Geometry P*

Intercrystalline 2 Cml 0.1

Intercrystalline 15 Crnf 0.9
with vugs layered

Intercrystalline 15 cd 0.6
layered

Intercrystalline 1 cd 0.3
spherical

Intercrystalline 1 cd 0.2
with vugs spherical

Intercrystalline 5 cd 0.4
spherical

Intercrystalline I 5 Cm.i I 0.3
with vugs spherical

10 cd 0.3
layered

Intercrystalline 2 cd 0.5

Intercrystalline I 5 cm/layered I 2
with vugs

*
layered

Non- Reactive
reactive

P*
P;

0.1 I 5

+--l-+
0.3 5

T
T

0.2 3

0.2 4

0.2 3

0.5 16

2 16
1

0.7 15

with the short-scale capacity coefficient for reactive transport

Reactive

P;

5

0.8

0.5

0.3

4

4

0.4

0.4

0.2

16

0.9

0.9

0.3

(3-22)

where SAis the specific surface area of the advective porosity; SA,. is the specific surface area of

the diffusive-porosity zone n; pb is the advective bulk density (Equation 2-2), a function of the
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advective porosity; and pb,~is the diffusive bulk density (Equation 2-2), a function of the porosity
in diffusive zone n. When the product of the bulk density and Ka is approximately one or greater,
the capacity coefficient for reactive transport can be approximated by

(3-23)

Since the specific surface area of Culebra porosity types is essentially the same, the values of
reactive capacity coefficients for all Culebra diffusive porosity zones will be essentially the same
at short time and length scales.

At larger time and length scales, at least one diffusive porosity zone has reached Dal=

100 (LEA conditions). When this occurs, physical retardation slows the movement of an
advecting plume, allowing more time for solutes to diffuse into diffusive-porosity zones. As
more diffusive-porosity zones reach LEA conditions, the effect of physical retardation will
increase. Because physical retardation processes are incorporated into capacity coefficients for
each diffusive-porosity zone (Equations 3-18 and 3-19), the capacity coefficients at larger time
and length scales will tend to decrease as more diffusive porosity zones reach LEA conditions.

Table 3-1 contains estimates of capacity coefficients used for calculating the maximum
critical lengths for Culebra units at the H-19 hydropad. These capacity coefficients are valid at
larger time and length scales and are determined using Equations 3-18 and 3-19. Therefore,
these capacity coefficients are valid only at length scales greater than the maximum length scale
of preceding diffusive porosity zones that have reached LEA conditions.

The median value of mass-transfer coefficients for CU- 1 and CU-4 is approximately the
same (Table 3-2), while the median value for mass-transfer coefficients in CU-2/CU-3 is about
one order of magnitude larger. These differences confirm that the Culebra should be considered
vertically heterogeneous with respect to diffusion properties and indicate that processes
governing reactive and non-reactive transport in the Culebra are different.

Table 3-3 contains the reactive and non-reactive critical lengths corresponding to the
assumed pore-water velocity for each zone of diffusive porosity within Culebra units. Most of
the critical lengths at which the Dal= 10-Zare very small, suggesting that, at the assumed
velocity, multiple-rate, double-porosity transport behavior will begin by an advective travel
distance of roughly 0.1 m. CU- 1 has the largest critical lengths for Dal= 100; the average values
are about one order of magnitude greater than those for the other Culebra units. It is important to
note that the resulting critical lengths vary linearly with velocity and can be scaled by multiplying
the calculated critical lengths by a new average pore-water velocity with units of n-dyr.

Using the criteria outlined in Section 3.3 for Sub-Models 2 and 4, the critical lengths at
which Dal = 100 can be used to delineate the approximate scales at which the Culebra could be
modeled using a single-rate, double-porosity model and a single-porosity LEA model. Single-
rate, double-porosity behavior can be expected in CU-2/CU-3 at an advective travel length of
-200 m for non-reactive transport and -300 m for reactive transport. At advective travel lengths
of -300 m for reactive and non-reactive transport, single-rate, double-porosity behavior can be
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Table 3-2. Mass Transfer Coefficients (Equation 3-9) for Diffusive Porosity Zones in Culebra
Units at the H-19 Hydropad

Culebra Porosity Type Half-Block Size (m) Non-Reactive Mass Reactive Mass
Unit Geometry Transfer Transfer

Coefficient (Us) Coefficient (Us)

Cu- 1 Intercrystalline 0.02 (m)/spherical 7 x 10-8 2 x 10-12

0.05 (m)/layered 3 x 10-9 5 x 10-’3

Intercrystalline 0.15 (m)/layered 3 x 10-’0 7 x 10-14
.with vugs

Intercrystalline 0.15 (m)/layered 3 x 10-10 4 x 10-’4

cu-21 Intercrystalline 0.01 (m)/spherical 3 x 10-7 3 x 10-’1
CU-3

Intercrystalline 0.01 (m)/spherical 3 x 10-7 2 x 10-”
with vugs

Intercrystalline 0.05 (m)/spherical 1 x 10-8 1 x 10-12

Intercrystalline 0.05 (m)/spherical 1 x 10-8 1 x 10-12
with vugs

0.1 (mMayered 7 x 10-10 9 x 10-]4

CU-4 Intercrystalline 0.02 (m)/spherical 7 x 10-8 2 x 10-12

0.5 (m)/layered 3 x 10-9 5 x 10-’3

Intercrystalline 0.5 (m)/layered 3 x 10-9 4 x 10-’3
with vugs

0.15 (m)/layered 3 x 10-10 1 x 10-’3

expected in CU-4. In CU- 1, however, single-rate, double-porosity transport behavior will not
occur before -3 km for reactive transport. This suggests that transport over advective transport
distances of greater than -300 m in CU-2/CU-3 and CU-4 could be modeled using a single-rate,
double-porosity model, if the pore-water velocity is - lm/yr. Because these critical lengths vary
linearly with velocity, the critical lengths for another pore water velocity could be estimated by
scaling these results (Table 3-3) with the other velocity (m/yr). For reactive transport, the LEA
will not apply at scales less than 0.6 km for CU-4, 2 km for CU-2/CU-3, and 4 km for CU- 1.

When the critical lengths for different diffusive-porosity zones are approximately the
same, this indicates that the Damkohler numbers for the zones are also approximately the same.
The critical lengths for similw size diffusive-porosity zones containing intercrystalline porosity
and intercrystalline porosity with vugs in both CU-2/CU-3 and CU-4 are similar, indicating that
the Damkohler numbers for these porosity types are very close at all scales. Because the
Damkohler numbers are similar in these units, these porosity types can be lumped together for
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Table 3-3.

Culebra
Unit

Cu- 1

cw-2/
CU-3

CU-4

Critical Lengths (Equation 3-17) for Nonadvective Porosity Zones within Culebra
Units at the H-19 Hydropad Assuming a Pore Water Velocity of 1 rn/yr

Porosity Type Half- Non- Non- Reactive L Reactive L
Block reactive L reactive L (m) (m)

SizeJ (m) (m) DaI = 10-2 DaI =100
Geometry DaI = 10-2 DaI =100

Intercrystalline 2 cd 0.004 40 0.04 400
spherical

,
5 cd 0.06 600 0.1 600

layered

Intercrystalline 15 cd 0.5 4,000 1 3,000
with vugs layered

Intercrystalline 15 cd 0.7 4,000 2 4,000
layered

Intercrystalline 1 cd 0.0009 9 0.003 30
spherical

Intercrystalline 1 cd 0.0009 9 0.005 50
with vugs spherical

Interc;ystalline 5 Cml 0.02 200 0.07 300
spherical

Intercrystalline 5 cd 0.02 200 0.08 300
with vugs spherical

10 cd 0.3 2,000 1 2,000
layered

Intercrystalline 2 cd 0.003 30 0.01 100
spherical

5 cd 0.04 300 0.05 200
lavered

Intercrystalline 5 Cm/ 0.04 300 0.06 300
with vugs layered

15 cd 0.2 1,000 0.2 600
lavered

Valuesroundedto one significantfigure.

some applications, simplifying the multiple-rate, double-porosity model for transport. This is not
the case, however, for CU- 1.

The non-reactive and reactive critical lengths within Culebra units vary over a wide
range. For example, the non-reactive critical lengths for DaI = 100 are relatively small (-9 m)
for the smallest diffusive-porosity zones (half-block size of 0.01 m) within CU-2/CU-3. For the
intermediate-size diffusive-porosity zones (half-block size of 0.05 m), the critical lengths are
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much larger (-200 m to -300 m). The non-reactive critical length for the largest diffusive
porosity zone is -2000 m. This suggests that each Culebra unit will display a multimodal
distribution of volume-averaged diffusion rates.

It is important to emphasize that the quantitative results presented in this section represent
only first-order approximations that are based on an assumed pore-water velocity and also
assume that the distribution of advective and diffusive porosity within the Culebra is everywhere
the same as at the H-19 hydropad. These results also reflect chemical sorption in the advective
porosity, which will reduce the values of estimated critical lengths by retarding the advective
transport. These calculations assume a chemically homogeneous Culebra. If sorption from clay
minerals and iron oxides present in many Culebra fractures (advective porosity) were included,
these critical lengths would be reduced substantially.

Because the proportions of each porosity type observed in Culebra units is likely to
remain about the same across the WIPP area, the results from the H-19 hydropad can be
conceptually extended to other locations characterized by transrnissivity values higher or lower
than those reported for the H-19 hydropad. The results of this extension are general and
qualitative and apply only at large time and length scales, where slow advective porosity has
reached LEA conditions.

Where the Culebra has a significantly higher transmissivity than at the H- 19 hydropad, it
is unlikely that half-block sizes of diffusive-porosity zones containing intercrystalline porosity
and intercrystalline porosity with vugs will be larger than that observed at the H-19 hydropad,
and mass transfer coefficients for these diffusive-porosity zones will be the same or smaller.
Advection in more areally extensive fracture networks, however, may bypass a signifk ~.nt
portion of the interparticle porosity. If this occurs, the silty dolomite will reach the LEA
condition in all Culebra units very quickly, possibly on a hundred-meter scale. For transport at
scales of approximately a hundred meters, a physical retardation factor due to the silty dolomite
would be applied, and the results from Table 3-3 would be approximately valid for the other
types of diffusive porosity. Under steady-flow conditions, the average pore-water velocities will
be larger, and the critical lengths where Dal= 100 will increase linearly with the velocity.

Where the Culebra transmissivity is significantly lower than at the H- 19 hydropad and
fewer areally extensive open fractures are present, advection appears to be primarily through
zones containing interparticle porosity. Half-block sizes for diffusive porosity zones will
increase, resulting in smaller mass transfer coefficients and larger critical lengths. The impact of
larger blocks is assessed by recalculating the critical lengths at which Dal =100 with all block
sizes doubled except for the largest block sizes which represent the bedding-plane scale (Table
3-4). Under these conditions, the critical lengths at which single-rate, double-porosity behavior
can be expected remain the same for CU- 1, are increased by a factor of roughly four for CU-
2/CU-3. The critical lengths a which single-rate, double porosity behavior will occur in CU-4 is
actually decreased to about 100 m, because the critical lengths for the other porosity types are all
about 1,000 m. Lower velocities, however, will tend to counteract increases in critical lengths
due to smaller mass transfer coefficients.

Despite the nature of the approximation, some results can be generalized. The Culebra
can be expected to show vertically heterogeneous diffusion behavior. At field scales, transport in
the Culebra will show multiple rates of diffusion because of the different size diffusive-porosity
zones. The length scales at which transport through CU-2/CU-3 and CU-4 can be modeled as
single-rate, double-porosity medium are approximately the same. Differences between
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Table 3-4. Critical Lengths (Equation 3-17) at which Dal= 100 for Culebra Units at
the H-19 Hydropad with All Block Sizes Doubled, Except the Largest
Blocks which Represent the Bedding-plane Scale - -

!ulebra
Unit

Cu- 1

n_J-2/
CU-3

W-4

Porosity Type Half- Non- Reactive L
Block Reactive L (m)
Size/ (m) DaI = 100

Geometry DaI = 100

Intercrystalline 4 Crnl 200 2,000
spherical

10 cd 2,000 3,000
layered

Intercrystalline 15 cd 3,000 3,000
with vugs layered

Intercrystalline 15 cd 4,000 4,000
layered

Intercrystalline 2 Crnl 40 100
spherical

Intercrystalline 2 cd 40 200
with vugs spherical

Intercrystalline 10 cd 700 1,000
spherical

Intercrystalline 10 Crnf 600 1,000
with vugs spherical

10 cd 2,000 2,000
layered

Intercrystalline 0.04 Cnll 100 400
spherical

10 cm/ 1,000 1,000
layered

Intercrystalline 10 cd 1,000 1,000
with vugs layered

15crn/ 1,000 1,000
layered

Valuesroundedto one significantfigure,
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intercrystalline porosity and intercrystalline porosity containing vugs may be negligible for these
units. The strong multimodality in the distribution of fracture-bounded blocks within Culebra
units will affect tracer test results. It is likely that at the relatively small scales, e.g., scale of a
convergent flow tracer test, the Damkohler numbers of smaller diffusive zones may approach
100, while the larger blocks will still have relatively low Damkohler number. At the WIPP-site
scale, it is likely that transport processes in CU-2/CU-3 and CU-4 can be modeled adequately
with a physically-retarded, single-rate, double-porosity model.
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4. REVIEW OF CULEBRA TRACER EXPERIMENTS

Although itisnever possible tovalidate aconceptualmodel completely, itcan bechecked
forconsistency withexisting experimental results. Transport experiments inthe Culebra have
been conducted at two different length scales. Both reactive and non-reactive tracer tests have

been conducted on intact core samples from the Culebra. The length scales of these tests were
-10 cm to -50 cm. In addition, several types of non-reactive field tracer tests have been
conducted in the Culebra with advective transport lengths as large as the well spacing (tens-of-
meter scale).

4.1 Core-Column Experiments

Reactive transport experiments, with dissolved actinides in WIPP-relevant brines, have
been performed on intact horizontal cores of the Culebra from the WIPP AIS (Lucero, 1996).
For these experiments, five intact, 14.5 cm-diameter cylindrical columns were obtained from
horizontal cores from CU-2. The columns used for the retardation experiments range in length
from 10.2 to 50.9 cm. After cutting to length, each core was encapsulated in a urethane rubber
sleeve and then mounted in an aluminum core holder equipped with brass end fittings. During
flow experiments, the intact cores were subjected to hydrostatic pressure of the same magnitude
as the natural lithostatic pressure of rock in CU-2.

Figure 4-1 depicts the apparatus used for the retardation experiments (Lucero, 1996), In
these experiments, brine was pumped from an accumulator (a simple cylinder and piston sealed
at both ends) into the core. The dual high-pressure syringe pumps drive water into one end of the
accumulator, forcing brine out the other end. Flow rates included 0.05, 0.1, and 0.5 mL/min,
with most experiments performed at 0.1 rnL/min. Effluent was collected with a fraction collector
set to collect -5 ml per sample. Samples were collected and analyzed using either a germanium
solid-state detector or liquid scintillation counting (LSC). Analysis permitted measurement of
activity in the effluent as a function of total volume collected (or of time, given the constant flow
rate).

Either tritium (as tritiated water) or 22Na was used as a conservative (non-sorbing) tracer
in these experiments (Lucero, 1996). 22Nawas used for most experiments because its positron

emission produces 511 -keV y rays that are readily quantified with either the germanium detector
or by LSC. Actinide tracers selected were 241Am, 239Np,241Pu, 228Th, and 232U. To date, only U
and Np have been observed to elute from the columns, even though experiments for Am, Pu, and
Th have been carried out for very long periods, indicating that rather high minimum retardation
values can be estimated for these species. A typical tracer breakthrough curve is shown in Figure
4-2.

Core samples used for these experiments are very heterogeneous. Core surface maps
(Figures 4-3,4-4, and 4-5) indicate that open fractures and zones of silty dolomite are
heterogeneously distributed throughout these cores. Silty dolomite zones are typically irregular
and discontinuous. The scale of silty dolomite zones and fractures is much smaller than the
scale of the cores, indicating that heterogeneities are present within the core that are not visible
on the core exterior. Based on the core surface maps, advective porosity appears to consist of
interparticle porosity in the silty dolomite and rnicrofractures. Diffusive porosity consists of
intercrystalline porosity within indurated dolomite, intercrystalline porosity with vugs, dead-end
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Figure 4-1. Schematic diagram of apparatus used for retardation experiments,

microfractures that are connected to vugs, and intragranular porosity. Several of the cores
display unique features. Core D contains clay along some subhorizontal fractures, and Core E
has continuous, irregular, subhorizontal zones of silty dolomite.

For each core, the percentage of core surface area associated with each porosity type can
be estimated from core surface maps (Table 4- 1). Assuming that these percentages are valid
throughout the core, the volumetric porosity associated with each porosity type can be estimated
(Table 4-1) using the average laboratory porosity values for each porosity type. The estimated
total porosity for each core compares well with the total porosity determined from bulk density
analyses (Table 4-2). Estimated Darnkohler numbers for each porosity type are shown in Table
4-3 and Appendix E. All of the Darnkohler numbers are small. In all cores, Darnkohler numbers

are above 10-2. However, the estimated time for diffusion (l/et) is over three orders of magnitude
larger than the peak arrival time, so the fluid was not in the column long enough for significant
diffusion to occur. Thus transport through these cores could be modeled using a single-porosity
model, where only the advective porosity participates in mass transport. In addition, chemical
retardation observed in these cores should reflect sorption processes in the advective porosity.
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Table 4-1. Porosity Estimates for Cores C, D, and E

Porosity Type Percentage of Porosity Estimate Porosity Estimate
Core Surface from Core Maps from Breakthrough

Area Containing Curve Peaks
Porosity Type

Intercrystalline 93% 0.10

Intercrystalline with vugs 1% 0.001

InterParticle 6% 0.01 0.02
(advective porosity)

Intercrystalline 84% 0.09

Intercrystalline with vugs 1% 0.002

Interparticle 15% 0.03 0.04
(advective porosity)

Intercrystalline 58% 0.06

Intercrystalline with vugs 7% 0.01

InterParticle 35% 0.08 0.08
(advective porosity)

Table 4-2. Total Porosity Estimates for Cores C, D,and E

Core Total Porosity Estimated Total Porosity Estimated
from Core Maps from Bulk Density*

c 0.12 0.14

D 0.13 0.14

E 0.15 0.15

*FromLucero(1996).

Table 4-3. Estimated Darnkohler Numbers for Diffusive Porosity Zones within Cores C, D,
and E (Appendix E)

Core Porosity Type Non Reactive DaZ

c Intercrystalline 0.1

Intercrystalline with vugs 0.003

D Intercrystalline 0.06

Intercrystalline with vugs 0.02
I

E Intercrystalline 0.03

Intercrystalline with vugs 0.02
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Detailed analyses of the core-column experiments have not yet been performed.
However, some simple observations yield insight regarding transport processes within these
cores. Because estimates for the advective porosity from the peak arrival time for the non-
reactive tracers vary little from the estimates based upon the core surface maps (Table 4-1 ), it is
likely that only the advective porosity is participating in mass transport processes, and apparent
retardation coefilcients for actinide tracers primarily reflect chemical sorption in the advective
porosity.

4.2 Field Tracer Tests

A series of tracer tests has been conducted in the vicinity of the WIPP site, to define the
processes that might govern radionuclide transport in the Culebra and to evaluate the transport
properties of the Culebra dolomite. These tests were conducted, in part, to evaluate whether the
Culebra should be modeled as a single-porosity medium with transport only in the fractures or
whether modeling should incorporate the participation of other types of porosity in advective or
diffusive mass transport. Convergent-flow tracer tests were conducted within the Culebra at
three locations (H-3, H-6, and H-11 hydropads) between 1981 and 1988. These tests showed that
solute transport was strongly dependent on flow direction and suggested that a physical
retardation mechanism was affecting transport. The tracer-breakthrough curves from these tests
were simulated using a homogeneous double-porosity, single-rate continuum model. These
simulations showed that the observed transport behavior could be explained by a combination of
anisotropy in horizontal hydraulii’ conductivity and by diffusion into porosity not participating in
advective mass transport. These tests ruled out conceptualizing the Culebra as a homogeneous
single-porosity medium.

Additional tracer tests have recently been conducted at the H- 11 and H- 19 hydropads
(Meigs et al., 1997). Elements in the design of these tests focused on characterizing diffusion
into diffusive porosity. First, single-well, injection-withdrawal (SWIW) tracer tests are used to
identify diffusion into diffusive porosity. Tracers are injected into the formation, and following a
short rest period they are pumped back out. Because advection is presumed to occur along the
same pathways during injection and withdrawal, the effects of heterogeneity are believed to be
minimized during a SWIW tracer test. When the tracer is pumped back out of the formation, the
tracer recove~ curve will show tailing if diffusion has occurred.

Second, two different conservative tracers having different free-water diffusion
coefficients were injected simultaneously during convergent-flow tests. These tests can help to
distinguish between diffusion and other mechanisms (e.g., advection) as the cause of physical
retardation. If diffusion into diffusive porosity is an important mechanism for mass transport, the
tracer with the highest free-water diffusion coefficient should travel farther into diffusive
porosity, and its breakthrough curve will be different from the tracer with the lower free-water
diffusion coefficient. In addition, tracer injections during convergent-flow tests were repeated at
different pumping rates. In these tests, the advective travel time is increased when the pumping
rate is lowered, increasing the Damkohler number, and the time for diffusion is increased.
SWIW test data from both the H- 11 and H- 19 hydropads show evidence that multiple-rate
diffusion processes affect the recovery curves (Meigs et al., 1997). Cumulative mass recovery
during the withdrawal phase of the tracer test should be very rapid if either homogeneous or
heterogeneous single-porosity models apply. The H-11 and H-19 data, however, show slow mass
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recovery consistent with diffusion. Figure 4-6 shows the mass recovery from the H-11 SWIW
test compared to heterogeneous single-porosity and double-porosity, single-rate simulations with
two different advective porosities. These results also indicate that SWIW data cannot be
adequately fit with either homogeneous or heterogeneous double-porosity, single-rate models.
With a single-rate, double-porosity model, the tracer recovery concentration will approach a
constant slope of -3/2 on a log-log plot of normalized tracer concentration (C/CO) versus elapsed
time (t) (Figure 4-7). The late-time slope of the data from the H- 11 and H-19 SWIW tests was
approximately -5/2 rather than -3/2. An excellent fit to the data can be obtained using a multiple-

rate diffusion model that uses a statistical distribution of mass-transfer rates (ct.) and capacity

coefficients (~~) (Figure 4-8). Figure 4-9 shows the distributions of diffusion rates used to match
the data in Figure 4-8. These diffusion-rate distributions are not unique because similar fits
could be obtained using different values of advective and diffusive porosity (yielding different
distributions of diffusion rates).

Multiple-well, convergent-flow data appear to exhibit evidence of heterogeneity and
diffusion into diffusive porosity (Meigs et al., 1997). Preliminary attempts to match the
convergent-flow data with an anisotropic, single-porosity model failed. Heterogeneity is required
to capture the variations in the six tracer breakthrough curves. Numerical simulations of tracer-
test data with heterogeneous single- and double-porosity models suggested that the data cannot
be adequately modeled without diffusion into diffusive porosity (Figure 4- 10). Heterogeneous
single-porosity models cannot simultaneously match the peak concentrations and arrival times of
multiple tracer-recovery curves. Heterogeneous single-rate, double-porosity models can match
individual breakthrough curves quite well. Howe~cr, when the parameters used to match data
from one pumping rate are used simulate the breakthrough curve for another pumping rate the
match is not satisfactory (Figure 4-11 ). With a single-rate, double-porosity model, peak heights
will be lower for lower pumping rates, unless the diffusion rates are relatively fast, so that the
effects of the center of the matrix block (non-infinite diffusion) are felt. A model with multiple
rates of diffusion can produce peak heights that are similar for the two pumping rates used for the
H-19 testing.

In summary, the Culebra displays non-uniform hydraulic and transport properties both
horizontally and vertically. This has been demonstrated with both hydraulic and tracer tests
(Beauheim et al., 1997; Meigs et al., 1997). In some locations (e.g., H-19), the upper portion of
the Culebra has a much lower permeability and does not appear to provide pathways for rapid
transport. There are multiple scales of porosity within the Culebra, including fractures ranging
from micro-scale to large, vuggy zones, and interparticle porosity. Flow occurs within fractures,
within vugs where they are connected by fractures, and, in some locations, within interparticle
porosity (e.g., interbeds of silty dolomite). Variability in peak arrival time in breakthrough
curves between the H-11 and the H-19 hydropads suggests that the types of porosity contributing
to rapid advective transport may vary spatially. The tracer test data show slow cumulative mass
recovery consistent with diffusion into diffusive porosity. The simulations further suggest that
both the single- and multiple-well data cannot adequately be explained using a single-rate,
double-porosity model with heterogeneous permeability fields. This suggests that, at the time
and length scales of field tracer tests, the Culebra behaves as a heterogeneous, double-porosity,
multiple-rate medium.
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5. CONCLUSIONS

Across most of the WIPP area, Culebra stratigraphy changes very little. Spatial variations
in the hydraulic character of the Culebra primarily reflect variations in post-depositional
fracturing and pore-filling cements. Transport processes within the Culebra are complicated by
this geologic heterogeneity.

Advective transport occurs mainly in fractures and irregular interbeds of silty dolomite,
and the distribution of these features changes vertically through the Culebra. The uppermost
Culebra unit, CU- 1, is dominated by bedding-plane fractures and local subvertical fractures that
bound large tabular blocks. The middle Culebra units, CU-2 and CU-3, are intensely fractured
with a hierarchy of superimposed block sizes. The lower Culebra unit, CU-4, displays bedding-
plane fractures that form intermediate-scale tabular blocks. CU- 1 contains several continuous
interbeds of silty dolomite near the top and base. CU-2 and CU-3 contain more abundant,
thinner, and more discontinuous interbeds of silty dolomite, while CU-4 contains very little silty
dolomite. Fracture-bounded blocks containing well-indurated dolomite with intercrystalline
porosity and intercrystalline porosity with vugs can be conceptualized as diffusive porosity
zones.

Because the size of fracture-bounded blocks within the Culebra is so variable at a single
location, the simplest mathematical model of Culebra transport, valid over all scales, is a double-
porosity, multiple-rate model. Multiple-rate, double-porosity models differ conceptually from
the classic single-rate, double-porosity model. A single-rate model allows only one diffusive-
porosity zone described by a constant size, geometry, and diffusion characteristics, while a
multiple-rate model allows diffusive mass-transfer into a number of diffusive-porosity zones
described by varying size, geometry, and diffusion characteristics.

The character of transport in a double-porosity medium varies with advective travel
length or advective travel time. At short advective travel lengths or advective travel times,
diffusion occurs too slowly when compared with advection, and breakthrough curves at the
advective travel length will show single-porosity behavior, where only the advective porosity
participates in transport. As the advective travel length or advective travel time increases,
significant diffusion will occur. The leading edge of breakthrough curves from a pulse input will
show physical retardation from mass loss into the diffusive porosity, and the trailing edge of
breakthrough curves will show tailing as solutes diffuse out of the diffusive porosity more slowly
than they advect. As the advective travel distance increases further, diffusion becomes more
significant. At very large advective travel distances or advective travel times, solutes appear to
diffuse into and out of diffusive porosity zones instantaneously when compared with the
advective travel time. Under these circumstances, breakthrough curves will show single-porosity
behavior consistent with the local equilibrium assumption (LEA). When the LEA is valid, both
advective and diffusive porosity fully participate in transport.

A dimensionless ratio of the advective travel time and a scaled-time constant for
diffusion, the Damkohler number, can be used as a metric to assess the behavior of any diffusive-
porosity zone described in a multiple-rate model. At a Damkohler number of less than 10-2,
diffusion into the diffusive zone occurs too slowly to affect transport significantly. At a
Damkohler number of 100, diffusion occurs instantaneously relative to advection, and the LEA is
valid.
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Critical length scales at which the Damkohler number equals 10-2or 100 are calculated
using estimated parameters for the Culebra units at the H-19 hydropad and an arbitrary pore-
water velocity of 1 rn/yr. Although the results are qualitative, critical length-scales estimates
yield insight into the general transport behavior in the Culebra. Based upon these analyses, the
Culebra can be expected to show vertically heterogeneous diffusion behavior. At field scales,
transport in the Culebra will reflect multiple rates of diffusion from the different sizes of
diffusive-porosity zones. The length scales at which transport through CU-2/CU-3 and CU-4 can
be modeled as single-rate, double-porosity medium are approximately the same. Critical length
scales for CU- 1 are much larger. Culebra length scales for differences between intercrystalline
porosity and intercrystalline porosity containing vugs may be negligible for these units. At
relatively small scales, e.g., scale of a convergent flow tracer test, the Darnkohler numbers of
smaller diffusive zones may approach 100, while the larger blocks will still have relatively low
Darnkohler numbers. Finally, a physically-retarded, single-rate, double-porosity model may
adequately simulate transport through CU-2/CU-3 and CU-4 at the WIPP-site scale.

Culebra transport experiments have been conducted at laboratory and field-length scales.
Both reactive and non-reactive tracer tests have been conducted on intact core samples from the
Culebra. At the length and time scale of these tests, evidence of significant diffusion was not

observed, suggesting that at the laboratory scale the Culebra behaves as a single-porosity medium
where only the advective porosity participates in transport. Non-reactive field tracer tests

conducted in the Culebra show strong double-porosity behavior. In addition, most of the data
from these tests cannot be interpreted with a single-rate, double-porosity model, and a multiple-
rate, double-porosity model provides the best mathematical and conceptual match to the data.
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The formation factor referred to in this repofi is a media property that is the ratio of the
resistance of a sample containing an electrolyte solution (1?,) to the resistance of an equivalent
volume of electrolyte solution with the same dimensions (l/W)(Dullien, 1992)

F=+
w

(A-1)

Equation A-1 is considered to be an analog to the diffusive formation factor. For a particular
solute, the diffusive formation factor is defined as the ratio between the difision coefficient
through the porous medium and the diffision coefficient in water. The formation factor is otlen
related to the medium by

1

“E
(A-2)

where @Vis the volumetric porosity and ~ is the “diffhsive tortuosity” (e.g., Kelley and Saulnier,
1990). The diffusive tortuosity term, & accounts for the tortuous and constrictive nature of the
pathways through the medium.

An alternative expression for the formation factor can be derived using Equation A- 1.
The resistivity of the sample can be described by

(A-3)

where r~ is the resistivity of the electrolyte, L is the sample length, ZIP(X)is the cross-sectional
area of the pore spaces perpendicular to the direction that current is applied (x), and ~ is the
hydraulic tortuosity: the square of the effective flow distance divided by the actual flow distance.
The resistivity of an equivalent size and volume of electrolyte solution is (Dullien, 1992)

(A-4)

where A is the total area of the sample perpendicular to the applied current. Because this ratio is
independent of parameters related to the resistivity of the electrolyte solution, the formation
factor depends only on media characteristics and, for a hydraulic tortuosity independent of x, can
be written as

(A-5)

where $AH[L2/L2] is the harmonic mean of the areal porosity along the direction x. Within a
particular geologic medium, the tortuosity term, ~ [L2/L2], can readily be visualized and qualified
for different types of porosity present in the geologic medium. The harmonic mean of the areal
porosity, however, is more difficult to conceptualize.
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A simple example of the behavior of $~Hcan be constructed to help visualize how this

parameter will vary in a porous geologic material. If we consider the areal porosity to be
randomly distributed within a block of geologic material with a log-normal distribution, a mean

of P = E[ln ($~)], and a variance of in ($~) equal to OP2,the geometric mean of the areal porosity
from Oto L would be

The arithmetic mean would be

and the harmonic mean would be

(A-6)

(A-7)

(A-8)

This series of equations illustrates that the harmonic mean of the areal porosity in a block of

geologic material will decrease rapidly as the variance Uf the areal porosity increases. Therefore,
large formation factors reflect a very heterogeneous porosity distribution within the rock and a

tortuous solute pathway.
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APPENDIX B
Hydraulic Properties for Culebra Samples Determined from

Laboratory Core Tests
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Table B-1 contains data used to estimate the mean and median values of hydraulic
properties for Culebra porosity types. All hydraulic property data, except those from the well
H-19b4, are derived from Kelley and Saulnier (1990). H-19b4 samples were recently (1996)
analyzed by Terra Tek and are reported here for the first time. Hydraulic conductivity values are
determined from reported permeability values and location-specific fluid density measurements.
Sample descriptors are:

IC - intercrystalline porosity (well-indurated dolomite)

F - fracture porosity

V - vuggy porosity

1P - interparticle porosity (silty dolomite)

MV - microvugs

GV - gypsum-cemented vugs

GF - gypsum-cemented fractures.

Descriptors for data from Kelley and Saulnier (1990) are based on their geologic descriptions.
Descriptors for data from H-1 9b4 are based on geologic descriptions by the author.

Table B-1. Hydraulic Properties for Culebra Samples Determined from
Laboratory Core Tests

Well ID Test Sample ID Sample Porosity Formation Horizontal Vertical
Description Factor Hydraulic Hydraulic

Conductivity Conductivity
(m/s) (m/s)

H-2a core H-2a-1 IC,F,GV 0.116 2.5E-09

H-2a core H-2a-2 IC,GF 0.131 9.8E-11
H-2b core 1-1 IC,MV 0.141 2. OE-09 2. OE-09
H-2b core 2-1/3-1 IC,V,GF 0.154 6.8E-10 9.8E-11

H-2b core 1-2 IC,V,IP? 0.118

H-2b core 2-2/3-2 IC,V 0.103 1.9E-10 3.6E-09
H-2b core H-2bl -1 IC,V,GV 0.082 2.4E-09
H-2b core H-2bl-lF IC,V,GV 0.105 326.77 3.OE-10

H-2b core H-2bl -2 IC,V,GV 0.142 6.0E-09

H-2b core H-2bl -3 IC,V 0.153 2.7E-09

H-3b2 core 1-3 Ip? 0.188 4.2E-08

H-3b2 core 1-4 IC,V 0.168 3.3E-08
H-3b3 core 2-3/3-3 IC,V,GV,F 0.18 1.OE-07

H-3b3 core 2-413-4V IC,V,GV 0.202 1.2E-08
H-3b3 core l-6/3-6V IP,MV 0.244 5.3E-09
H-3b3 core 2-5/3-5 IC,IP,MV,GV 0.205 2.lE-08 5.6E-09
H-4b core 1-9 1P 0.297 5.2E-07
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Table B-1. Hydraulic Properties for Culebra Samples Determined from
Laboratory Core Tests

Well ID Test Sample ID Sample Porosity Formation Horuontal Vertical
Description Factor Hydraulic Hydraulic

Conductivity Conductivity
(m/s) (m/s)

H-4b core 2-613-6V IP,IC 0.208 5.2E-08
H-5b core H-5 b- 1a IC,V 0.128 5.3E-10
H-5b core H-5b-lb IC,V 0.155 8.5E-10

H-5b core H-5 b-2 IC,MV,F 0.228 3.9E-08
H-5b core H-5b-2F IC,MV,F 0.248 12.2 1.4E-07
H-5b core H-5 b-3 IC,V 0.133 2.9E-09 8.5E-10
H-6b core 2-7 IC 0.108 5.OE-10
H-6b core 2-8 IC 0.116 8.OE-10 7.OE-10
H-6b core 1-7 IC 0.107 4. OE-10 5.OE-10
H-6b core 1-813-8V Ip? 0.255 1.7E-08

H-7bl core H-7bl -1 IC,V 0.177 1. lE-09
H-7bl core H-7bl-lF IC,V 0.149 73.49 9.7E-10
H-7bl core H-7bl -2a IC,V 0.206 9.7E-10
H-7bl core H-7b 1-2h IC,V 0.278
H-7b2 core H-7b2-l IC,V 0.159 3.OE-09
H-7b2 core H-7b2-2 IC,V 0.118 9.7E-10 2.4E-09
H-7c core H-7c- 1a IC,V 0.13 6.7E-10
H-7c core H-7c-lb IC,V 0.165
H-7c core H-7c- 1F IC,V 0.138 79.61 1.1E-09

H-1 Ob core H- 10h-l IC 0.089 4. OE-10
H-1 Ob core H-1 Oh-2 IC,F 0.115 7.9E-08
H-1 Ob core H-1 Ob-2F IC,F 0.066 406.78 1.4E-09
H- 10b core H-1 Oh-3 IC,V 0.112 6.4E-09 2.2E-09

H-11 @ad) core H-n-l IC,MV 0.155 5.2E-10 1.5E-09
H-1 1 (pad) core H-11-2 IC,GV,GF 0.105 2.1E-10
H-1 1 (pad) core H-11-2F IC,GV,GF 0.104 94.82 4.1E-10
H-11 (pad) core H-1lb3-1 1P 0.303 4.8E-08
H-1 1 (pad) core H-llb3-lF 1P 0.223 36.35 1.7E-08
H-1 1 (pad) core H-llb3-2 IC,V,F 0.099 5.2E-10
H-1 1 (pad) core H-1 lb3-2F IC,V,F 0.123 101.93 3.5E-09
H-1 1 (pad) core H-1 lb3-3 IC,V,GF 0.13 6.lE-08 2.5E-08
H-11 (pad) core H-1 lb3-4 IC,MV 0.152 2.9E-09
H-1 1 (pad) core H-1 lb3-4F IC,MV 0.224 32.74 8.3E-08

H-1 9b4 core c-1 IC,GV 0.147 42.98 5.1E-10 9.5E-10
H-1 9b4 core c-2 IC 0.137 60.3 2.2E-10 7.OE-10
H-1 9b4 core c-3 IC 0.134 63.57 1.1E-10 1.6E-10
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Table B-1. Hydraulic Properties for Culebra Samples Determined from
Laboratory Core Tests

Well ID Test Sample ID Sample Porosity Formation Horizontal Vertical
Description Factor Hydraulic Hydraulic

Conductivity Conductivity
(m/s) (m/s)

H-1 9b4 core c-4 IC,V 0.174 53.03 4.8E-10 7.5E-10
H-1 9b4 core c-5 IC,V 0.133 77.61 4.3E-09 1.7E-10
H-1 9b4 core C-6 IC 0.1 112.73 2.5E-10 4. OE-10
H-1 9b4 core c-7 IC,GV,GF 0.109 111.51 1.lE-09 1.OE-08
H-1 9b4 core C-8 IC,F 0,1 124.47 1.4E-10 6.OE-07
H-1 9b4 core c-9 IC,GF 0.098 139.85 2.lE-11 3.9E-08
H-1 9b4 core c-lo ic 0.086 121.08 3.OE-11 3.4E-11
H-1 9b4 core C-n IC 0.102 119.87 1.4E-10 3.6E-11
H-1 9b4 core C-12 IC 0.094 134.28 8.9E-09 5.lE-11
H-1 9b4 core C-13 1P 0.281 17.56 2.1E-10 6.9E-08
H- 19b4 core C-14 IC,IP 0.091 218.79 8.9E-10 7.8E-11
H-1 9b4 core C-15 IC,V 0.195 126.77 3.4E-10 3.1 E-08
H-1 9b4 core C-16 IC,V 0.152 392.18 3.1E-10
H- 19b4 core C-17 IC,V 0.266 45.16 7.8E-11 3.9E-07
H-1 9b4 core C-18 IC,V,F 0.138 150.74 1.2E-08 1.6E-07
H-1 9b4 core C-19 IC,V,F 0.197 82.33 1.4E-07 1.3E-08
H-1 9b4 core C-20 IC,V,GV 0.199 38.14 4.lE-08 5.8E-08

H-1 9b4 core C-21 IC,V,F,GF 0.15 66.59 9.5E-08 2.5E-08

WIPP-12 core W-12-la NIA 0.028

WIPP-12 core W-12-lb IC,V 0.114 1.7E-09

WIPP-12 core W-12-2 IC,V,GV,F 0.126 9.8E-09

WIPP-12 core W- 12-2F IC,V,GV,F 0.135 47.3 5.9E-07

WIPP-12 core W-12-3 IC,F 0.134 2.5E-07 1.6E-08
WIPP-13 core W-13-1 IC,F 0.143 6.OE-08
WIPP-13 core W-13-2 IC,V 0.219 3.6E-08

WIPP-13 core W-1 3-2F IC,V 0.26 13.26 4.6E-08

WIPP-13 core W-13-3a IP,IC,V 0.179 3.7E-08

WIPP- 13 core W-13-3b IP,IC,V 0.097

WIPP-25 core W-25-1 IC,F? 0.115 3.6E-06 1.9E-09

WIPP-26 core W-26-1 IC,MV 0.124 3.9E-10

WIPP-26 core W-26- 1F IC,MV 0.112 68.77 3.9E-10

WIPP-26 core W-26-2 IC,V 0.126 2.9E-07 5.OE-07

WIPP-26 core W-26-3 IC,V 0.127 4.8E-10

WIPP-28 core W-28-la IC,V 0.142

WIPP-28 core W-28-lb IC,V 0.13 5.OE-10

WIPP-28 core W-28-2 1P 0.187 3.6E-08 2. OE-08
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Table B-1. Hydraulic Properties for Culebra Samples Determined from
Laboratory Core Tests

Well ID Test Sample ID Sample Porosity Formation Horizontal Vertical
Description Factor Hydraulic Hydraulic

Conductivity Conductivity
(m/s) (m/s)

WIPP-28 core W-28-3 1P 0.17 3. lE-09 2.7E-09
WIPP-28 core W-28-3F 1P 0.179 26.3 4. OE-09
WIPP-30 core W-30-1 IC,V,F 0.128 7.8E-07 4.6E-09

WIPP-30 core W-30-2 IC,MV 0.15 3.9E-09 3.2E-09
WIPP-30 core W-30-3a IC,V 0.176

WIPP-30 core W-30-3b IC,V 0.149 5.4E-09
WIPP-30 core W-30-3F Ic,v “0.149 31.49 2.5E-08
WIPP-30 core W-30-4 IP,IC,V 0.239 8.2E-08
AEC-8 core AEC-8-1 IC,MV 0.079 2.7E-09
AEC-8 core AEC-8-l F IC,MV 0.122 90.09 6.1E-10
AEC-8 core AEC-8-2 IC,V 0.109 3.2E-09
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Appendix C errata

Page Reference Correction

c-7 Brush, 1996 Brush and Storz, 1996

c-7 Brush, L.H., and L.J. Storz document title:

“Revised Ranges and Probability

Distributions of K~s for Dissolved

Pu, Am, U, Th, and Np in the

Culebra for the PA Calculations to

Support the WIPP CCA.”

C-8 (see Brush, 1996) (see Brush and Storz, 1996)
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Specific surface area measurements on intact samples of Culebra materials are
reported in Table C-1. These samples were collected by the author and analyzed by J. W.
Kelly. Sample descriptions are based on the following descriptors:

IC - intercrystalline porosity (well-indurated dolomite)

1P - interparticle porosity (silty dolomite).

As further documentation of methods and the average value of specific surface area for
samples used during Culebra batch-sorption experiments, memoranda flom J. W. Kelly
and L. Brush are provided.

Table C-1. Specific Surface Area Measurements on Intact Dolomite Samples

Sample Description Specific Surface Area
(m2/g)

VPX 25-8-1 IC 0.9

VPX 25-8-1 IC 0.9

VPX 27-7-2 IC 0.5

VPX 27-7-2 IC 0.5

VPX 25-8-3 IC 1.3

VPX 25-8-3 IC 1.3

VPX 26-1 lB-1 IC 0.9

VPX 26-1 lB-1 IC 0.9

VPX 28-6-1 IC 1.2

VPX 28-6-1 IC 1.2

VPX 25-8-2 1P 2.6

VPX 25-8-2 1P 2.6

VPX 25-6-2 1P 1.3

VPX 25-6-2 1P 1.3

VPX 27-7-1 1P 0.6

VPX 27-7-1 1P 0.7

VPX 27-7-3 1P 0.7

VPX 27-7-3 1P 0.7

Averagevaluefordolomiteusedinbatchsorptionexperiments:1.5
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Sandia National Laboratories
Albuquerque, New Mexico87185

dote: 8/19/96

from: John W. Kelly, 6832

subject: Surface Area Analysis Results

Attached are results of the surface area analyses that you requested.

The samples were dried/degassed overnight under vacuum at 50 ‘C and were analyzed for
surface area twice using the Micromeritics ASAP-2000 as per TOP-537.

When necessa~, samples were broken in order to fit them down the 1 cm-diameter
sample tube. Any pieces <3mm generated by doinb this were separated and not included
in the analyzed portion.

copy to:
MS 1324 Bob HoIt, 6115
MS 1341 Lany Brush, 6832
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SAMPLE

10.9 m2/g standard

VPX25-8-2
VPX25-8-2

VPX25-8-1
VPX25-8-1

VPX28-6-2
VPX28-6-2

10.9 m2/g standard

VPX27-7-2
VPX27-7-2

VPX27-7-1
VPX27-7-1

VPX27-7-3
VPX27-7-3

10.9 m2/g standard

VPX25-8-3
VPX25-8-3

VPX26-1 lB-1
VPX26-1 lB-1

VPX28-6-1
VPX28-6-1

10.9 m2/g standard

Description

NIST lot# 492206

Silty Dolomite
Silty Dolomite

Well Indurated Dolomite
Well Indurated Dolomite

Silty Dolomite
Silty Dolomite

NIST lot# 492206

Well Indurated Dolomite
Well Indurated Dolomite

Fragile Silty Dolomite
Fragile Silty Dolomite

&

10.7216

2.6163
2.6103

0.8934
0.9112

1.2826
1.2757

10.6735

0.5005
0.5001

0.6478
0.6714

Moderately Indurated Silty Dolomite 0.6690
Moderately Indurated Silty Dolomite 0.6739

NIST lot# 492206 10.5824

Well InduratedDolomitewith dark gray to 1.2970
black material on fracturesurfaces 1.3083

Well InduratedDolomitefrom between 0.9393
sample locationsC-2A-V,C-1-VA,C-3A-V 0.9449

Well InduratedDolomitewith Clay and 1.2051
Fe02 stains on fracturesurfaces 1.2107

NIST lot# 492206 10.7927

c-5

5-uoint F

0.999994

0.999868
0.999869

0.999863
0.999845

0.999888
0.999883

0.999993

0.999729
0.999558

0.999984
0.999963

0.999891
0.999921

0.999987

0.999794
0.999784

0.999896
0.999889

0.999851
0.999823

0.999997



Sandia National Laboratories
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87185

dote: 8/22/96

from:

subject:

~ohn W. Kelly, 6832 =

Surface Area Analysis Results

Listed below are results of the surface area analyses that you requested.

The samples were dried/degassed overnight under vacuum at 50 “C, divided into 3 lots and
were then analyzed for surface area using the Micromeritics ASAP-2000 as per TOP-537.

SAMPLE

10.9 m2/g standard

VPX25-8, lot# la
VPX25-8, lot# 2a
VPX25-8, lot# 3a

10.9 m2/g standard

VPX25-8, lot# lb
VPX25-8, lot# 2b
VPX25-8, lot# 3b

10.9 m2/g standard

copy to:

Descrbtion

NIST lot# 492206

75 to 500 micro% acid-washed
75 to 500 micro% acid-washed
75 to 500 micro~ acid-washed

NIST lot# 492206

<75 micron
<75 micron
<75 micron

NIST 10t# 492206

10.6194

1.5521

1.5396

1.4922

10.6879

2.4267
2.6284
2.6070

10.5378

0.999988

0.999934
0.999947
0.999947

0.999993

0.999967
0.999968
0.999959

0.999978

MS 1320 Hans Papenguth, 6832
MS 1320 George Perkins, 6832
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Sandia National Laboratories

Albuquerque, New Mexico 87185-1341

dote: August 28, 1996

to: W. G. Perkins, MS-1320 (Org. 6832)

mkL&+W”
from:L.I-I.Brush and L. J. Storz, MS-1341 (Org. 6{32)

subjectConversionof K& to ~s

This memorandum describes the conversion of matrix distribution coefilcients (IQ)
obtained from the empirical sorption study by I. Triay and her group at Los Alamos
National Laboratog (LANL) to distribution coefficient expressed on a per-unit-
surface-area basis (I@). As you requested, I have converted only those I@ obtained
by Tnay under conditions identical to those in the column transport study by
D. A. Lucero and his colleagues at Sandia (synthetic AISinR or ERDA-6 brines in
contact with ambient atmospheric C02).

To convert these I@ to IQ, we divided the empirical IQ, in units of mUg, obtained
under the conditions specified above by 1.5280 x 104 cmQ/g, the mean of Kelly’s
(1996) three measurements of the specific surface mea of the acid-washed, 75-to-500-
pm size fraction of VPX-25-8, and rounded to three significant figures. Kelly obtained
values of 1.5521, 1.5396, and 1.4922 m2/g for this sample, which Tnay used for the

six-week sorption experiments that yielded most of the results used to establish ranges
and probability distributions of matrix &s for the performance-assessment calculations
to support the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant Compliance Certification Application (see
Brush, 1996). Table 1 shows the ranges of KS we obtained for each element and brine
type.

REFERENCES

Brush, L.H., and L.J. Stoxz. 1996. “Revised Ranges and Probability Distributions of

I@ for Dissolved Pu, Am, U, Th, and Np in the Culebra for the PA Calculations to
Support the CCA.” Unpublished memorandum to M. S. Tiemey, July 24, 1996.
Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

Kelly, J.W. 1996. “Surface Area Analysis Results.” Unpublished memorandum to
L. H. Brush, August 22, 1996. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.
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W. G. Perkins, MS-1320 (Org. 6832) -2- August 28, 1996

Table 1. Ranges of Matrix IQ (mJ/cm2) for I%(v), Am(IU), U(VI), Th(IV), and NP(V)
and Dolomite-Rich Culebra Rock. Converted using IQ obtained from LANL
six-week sorption runs with VPX-25-8 and ambient atmospheric C02 (see
Brush, 1996) and mean of three specific surface area measurements by Kelly
(1996) (see text).

Brine I%(v)

AIsinR 0.0141

to

0.126

ERDA-6 0.00812
to

0.0253

Am(m) U(vr) Th(lv)

NA 0.000164 NA

to
0.000471

NA 0.000209 0.0475
to to

0.000360 0.825

Np(V)

0.000327
to

0.0104

0.00175

to

0.00262

NA: not available.

Distribution:

MS 1320 E. J. Nowak (Org. 6831)
MS 1320 W. G. Perkins (Org. 6832)
MS 1320 R. Holt (Org. 6832)
MS 1320 J. W. Kelly (Org. 6832)
MS 1320 H. W. Papenguth (Org. 6832)
MS 1320 M.D. Siegel (Org. 6832)
MS 1324 A. R. Lappin (Org. 61 15)
MS 1324 L. C. Meigs (Org. 61 15)
MS 1335 M. S. Y. Chu (Org. 6801)
MS 1341 J. T. Holmes (Org. 6832)
MS 1341 L. H. Brush (Org. 6832)
MS 1341 L. J.. Storz (Org. 6832)
MS 1330 SWCF-A: 1.1.10.3.1 :TD:QA:non-Salado adsorption studies (2)
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Page Reference Correction

D-8 Mancock and Engelder, 1988 Mancock and Engelder, 1989
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TECH REPS, INC.
5000 Marble AvenueNE

Nbuquerque, t4ewMexico 671l&8390
telephonew 288S878,fax 5052801183

April 24, 1992

to:

from:

subject:

Distribution

Distribution

Peter Swift
Tech Reps, Inc.\SNL Division 6342

/2 Vlp

Fracture Orientations in Outcrops of the Rustler Formation and
Dewey Lake Red Beds, WIPP Area

W. D. Weart, 6303
D. R. Anderson, 6342
B. M. Butcher, 6342
M. G. Marietta, 6342
D. P. Gallegos, 6342
M. S. Tierney, 6342
R. P. Rechard, 6342
E. D. Gorham, 6119
R. L. Beauheim, 6119
T. F. Corbet, 6119
P. B. Davies, 6119
F. Gelbard, 6119
C. F. Novak, 6119
H. Papenguth, 6119
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C. L. Stein, 6118
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B.
M.
J.
G.
P.
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T.
J.

Becker, DOE-WPSO
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INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

To the best of my knowledge, the only previous work on fracture orientations
in WIPP-area outcrops was done by C. L. Stein and W. H. Casey in 1986. I was
unaware of their work when I made my field observations, and the
interpretations presented here are based only on my data. Their obsemations
are similar to my own, and I have attached their memo as an appendix for

comparison. Neither their work nor mine constitute a definitive study of the
subject, although for some applications, data may be adequate and essentially

complete. If additional data are needed, they can be collected with
relatively little effort by myself or others.

Results of the outcrop study clearly demonstrate that the northeast-southwest
trend of Nash Draw coincides with a preferred orientation of fracturing in
the units examined. This observation strongly supports a speculative

suggestion made by Brinster (1991, Chapter 7) that regional structures
control the morphology of Nash Draw. A second preferred orientation

approximately perpendicular to the first (i.e., northwest-southeast) is also
present in both topographic features and outcrop fractures.

Results of the outcrop study do not offer conclusive information about
possible Rustler Formation fracture orientations in the subsurface at the
WIPP . The regional scale over which orientations are consistent, however,
suggests that similar preferred orientations should be expected at the site,
and I conclude that, where fractures are present in the Rustler Formation in
the subsurface near the WIPP, they are likely to have orientations similar to
those observed in outcrops. I do not offer speculation about the location of
subsurface fractures, their density or lengths, or their past and present
apertures. My conclusions are consistent with (but not dependent on) my
belief that the preferred orientations of fractures reflect past regional
stress fields, whereas their specific geometries reflect local stress fields
and solution processes.

TERMINOLOGY

The definitions offered here are my own. They are based on standard usage in
structural geology (e.g., Hobbs et al., 1976; Bates and Jackson, 1980; Davis,
1984; Hancock, 1985; Pollard and Aydin, 1988; Narr and Suppe, 1991), but they

are not taken from a specific reference. More complicated definitions are
possible (e.g., Engelder, 1985; Pollard and Aydin, 1988) but they add little
to this discussion.

Fracture: any break in a rock

Joint: an approximately planar fracture showing little or no
displacement at the scale of observation

Joint set: a population of joints with subparallel orientations

High-Angle Joint: a joint with a dip greater than or equal to 75° from
the horizontal
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My emphasis is on the orientations of high-angle joints. Apparently random
non-planar fractures are visible at various scales in outcrops, and
subhorizontal joints are common in some outcrops. Neither of these types of
fractures provide useful information about preferred orientations. Joints
with intermediate dips are present but relatively rare; I have recorded their
orientations but have chosen not to display them with the predominant high-
angle trends.

FIELDOBSERVATIONS

Methodology

I selected six outcrops for study based on availability, accessibility, and
geographic distribution (Figure 1). I did not examine all outcrops of the

Rustler Formation and the Dewey Lake Red Beds h the WIPP area, nor did I
examine in detail all portions of the outcrops from which I report data. For
example, the outcrop at Culebra Bluff (Location 1 of Figure 1) extends for
more than one km along the Pecos River. Orientations reported from that

location come from four separate segments of the outcrop, each approximately
20 m in length (Figure 2). At Culebra Bluff, as at other locations, I
selected portions of the outcrop to examine in detail based on
representativeness and accessibility. In particular, I avoided locations
where bedding is no longer subhorizontal, indicating deformation and probable
rotation of the original orientations of the fractures. With the exception
of Location 4, all measurements were collected from outcrops in which the dip
of bedding was 5° or less. Dips of bedding in the Magenta Dolomite at
Location 4 ranged locally up to 18°.

Orientations were measured using a Brunton compass/clinometer. My selection
of individual joints to measure was subjective: at some locations there were
few enough joints to measure all orientations, and at others I chose
representative subareas to measure in detail. More rigorous methods are
available to reduce obsemational bias in joint-orientation studies (e.g.,
the circle-inventory method as described by Davis, 1984) and could be used if
applications of the data warrant the work.

At some locations exposures were not adequate to determine the dip of the
joints, and the recorded azimuths are the trend of the trace of the joint
exposed in a subhorizontal plane. As a result, some displayed azimuths may
not be correctly attributed to high-angle joints. More rigorous field
methods could eliminate this problem, but would also greatly reduce the area
of outcrop available for study. All data from Location 3 were collected from
two-dimensional exposures, as was much of the data from Location 2. Only at
Location 1 (Culebra Bluff) were all measurements recorded from three-
dimensional exposures.

Results

Results of the study are presented in Table 1 and Figures 3 through 8. Joint
orientations in Table 1 are presented as strikes and dips for Location 1,
where exposures permitted measuring both. For the other five locations, I
recorded only the strikes of joints, although I confirmed whenever possible
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in the field that dips were steep. Strike orientations are summarized in
rose diagrams in Figures 3 through 8, with individual azimuth values grouped
into 5° intervals and each radial increment indicating a discrete
measurement. I have omitted the west half of the rose diagrams for
simplicity.

REGIONALOBSERVATIONS

Trends visible in Figures 3 through 8 can also be seen in map-scale
physiographic features of the region. The long axis of Nash Draw, which I
estimate by eye to be 39° east of north, is subparallel to the trend of the
best-defined joint set. The northwest and southeast limbs of Nash Draw are
approximately orthogonal to this trend (130° by eye), and are subparallel to
a second joint set. Other features visible in Figure 1 with these
orientations include orthogonal reaches of the Pecos River southwest of Nash
Draw, the southern portion of Clayton Basin, and the alignment of playas
northeast of Nash Draw.

The mid-Tertiary igneous dike intersected in two potash mines near Nash Draw
and also mapped from borehole data and aeromagnetic surveys trends 50° east

of north (Powers et al., 1978), approximately 10° off from the main axis of
the Draw. Powers et al. (1978, section 3.5.1) note that the trend of the
dike “generally coincides with the orientation of several tectonic lineaments
in the area and also parallels . . . joints . . . near Carlsbad Caverns.” Jagnow
(1979) provides extensive data on joint orientations in the subsurface from
caves in the Guadalupe Mountains, including Carlsbad Caverns. Joint sets are
well-developed in the caves, and generally trend parallel and perpendicular
to the mountain front. Over the entire length he examined, from the southern
end of the range in Texas to Carlsbad Caverns, preferred orientations shift
systematically from north-northeast toward east-northeast. In portions of
the range, therefore, orientations of joints in the Guadalupe Mountains
parallel both Nash Draw and the dike. In other portions they do not.

COMMENTS ONFRACTURING OBSERVEDINCULEBRA CORE

I have not examined core samples directly, and I have no data about fracture
orientations from any core. I have examined all available photographs of the
horizontal core from the Air Intake Shaft, and some photographs of vertical
core from wells. My core observations are limited by problems of scale,
preservation, and availability of samples, and should be regarded as
anecdotal only.

Most fractures seen in core photographs appear to be random in orientation,
and of relatively small extent (centimeters in scale). These fractures
typically connect vugs, and are most abundant in regions (stratigraphic
layers?) where vuggy porosity appears to be greatest. They are unlike the
joints obsened in outcrop, which do not appear to correlate in density to
vugginess, and which cut across stratigraphic features on a vertical scale
not seen in core, Larger, roughly planar, fractures are visible in many
photographs of the horizontal core, and in several cases occur in
approximately orthogonal pairs.
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INTERPRETATIONS

RegionalExtent of the Joint System

The six outcrop locations enclose less than 200 km2. Based on the regional
physiographic features noted in the previous section, I believe that joint
orientations are consistent over a much larger area, extending at least 60 km
from Laguna Tonto in the northeast (not shown in Figure 1) to the town of
Malaga in the southwest, and as much as 25 km from Clayton Basin in the
northwest to the vicinity of H-7 in the southeast limb of Nash Draw. No
field or map obsenations define the limits of the joint system, and its
actual extent may be considerably larger.

I believe that jointing in the Guadalupe Mountains and the orientation of the
igneous dike west of the WIPP both share a common origin with the Nash Draw
joint system. Available evidence does not conclusively support this
observation, and I do not base interpretations of jointing near the WIPP on
it.

Age of the High-Angle Joints

The older limit for the age of the joints is constrained by the age of the
youngest unit affected, which I believe to be the Late Permian Dewey Lake Red

Beds. I did not examine outcrops of the Triassic Dockum Group. The younger
limit for the age of the joints is constrained by the age of the oldest unit
not affected, which I believe to be the Pleistocene? Gattnia Formation. This
limits the time of joint formation to a window of approximately 245 million
years.

Evidence supporting these age bounds can be found at Location 6, where the
Dewey Lake Red Beds are jointed (and the overlying post-Gatuiia caliche is
not), and at Location 1 (Culebra Bluff) , where a deposit of undated Gatufia
sandstone can be seen to partially fill and overlie a structural depression
in the Culebra Dolomite. As have others (e.g., R. Holt, personal
communication) , I interpret much of the deformation at Culebra Bluff to be
the result of dissolution of evaporates and collapse of the overlying
dolomite. At least some of this deformation immediately preceded deposition
of the flat-lying Gatufia sandstones that fill depressions, and therefore
occurred in the latest Cenozoic or Pleistocene. Joints in and near
structural depressions at Culebra Bluff have rotated from the vertical and
remain subperpendicular to rotated bedding, indicating that they had formed
prior to deformation of the section. The same relationship between bedding

and jointing can be observed in the deformed Rustler section at “L-R Hill” in
sections 24 and 25, T23S,R29E, southwest of Location 3.

Not all joints in the units examined need be of the same age. Individual
joints within a single set are likely to be of the same age, however, and I
believe that the northeast and southeast trending sets formed simultaneously.
Other sets are present in the region and visible in Figures 3 through 8. In
particular, east-west and north-south sets are well-developed at locations 2
and 3, and can be found at all locations. My field obsemations did not
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reveal a consistent cross-cutting relationship between these joints and those
of the northeastisoutheast pair that could be used to determine their
relative age. Additional field work could possibly resolve this point.

Origin of the High-AngleJoints

As is the case with most regional joint systems, the origin of these joints
is unknown. In general, joints form in response to changes in regional
stress (Engelder, 1985), but because joints show little or no displacement,
it is difficult to interpret regional strain and the causative stresses.
Suggested mechanisms for the formation of systematic joints include abnormal
fluid pore pressures, compressional tectonic stresses, and the release of
either l~thostatic or tectonic stresses during erosional unloading (Engelder,
1985) .

The origin of the joint system is of interest because the depth to which
joints can be expected is in part a function of the mechanism by which they
formed. For example, unloading joints may form at relatively shallow depths
(between 1 km and 500 m for examples from the Appalachian Plateau, Hancock
and Engelder, 1988); whereas joints formed by abnormal pore pressures can be
expected at depths of 5 km or greater (Engelder, 1985).

My outcrop observations do not support a unique interpretation of the origin
of the joints. My speculative belief is that they formed during Cenozoic

uplift, tilting, and erosion of the Delaware Basin (Powers et al. , 1978).
Regional unloading provided the primary change in the stress field that
initiated jointing, with joint orientations controlled by horizontal tectonic
stresses. Horizontal stresses were probably created by plate-scale
processes, including both intraplate extension along the Rio Grande Rift and
the overall westward movement of the North American plate. Within the
Delaware Basin, orientation of the stress field may have been strongly
affected by pre-existing regional features, including lithologies of the
basin fill and the crustal structures that define the shape of the basin. I
suspect that the nature of the Cenozoic stress field in the Delaware Basin
will remain uncertain, and I doubt that it will be possible to link joint
orientations directly to past stress orientations.

Beauheim and Holt (1990) and others have suggested that the westward increase
in transmissivity of the Culebra at the WIPP in part reflects an increase in
fracturing caused by the decrease in overburden thickness. I agree that
regional unloading probably played an important role in joint formation and
that local stresses may in part control the degree to which joints in the
subsurface are open at present. I do not believe, however, that the increase
in overburden east of Nash Draw is of sufficient magnitude to provide the
primary basis for an interpretation that fracture orientations or densities
should be significantly different at the WIPP than in the Draw. Only about
half of the approximately 200 m increase in overburden thickness between Nash
Draw and the WIPP is the result of stratigraphic dip. The remainder reflects
modern topography, which is controlled by erosion and dissolution. The
consistency of joint orientations between locations with apparently different
erosional and dissolutional histories, such as Culebra Bluff (Location 1),
Location 6, and Location 3, suggests that topography has had little effect on
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joint orientation. Furthermore, much of the present topography post-dates
deposition of the Gatufia Formation and therefore post-dates joint formation.

Based in part on the Narr and Currie (1982) model for changes in stress
during burial and erosion (which requires the assumption that rocks acquire
their present material properties at maximum burial), Engelder (1985)
suggests that unloading joints form in a sedimentary basin when approximately
50 percent of the original maximum load has been removed by erosion. The
total thickness of rocks which once overlaid the Culebra at the WIPP is
unknown (and will remain so) but can be inferred to have included at a
minimum the 200 m of present overburden and the approximately 375 m of
Triassic rocks preserved to the east of the site, as well as a Cretaceus
section which may have been up to 300 m thick (R, Holt, personal
communication) . A crude application of Engelder’s (1985) approach suggests
that unloading joints could be expected in the Culebra above depths ranging
anywhere from 290 to 440 m below the pre-Gatuiia land surface. Uncertainty in
this estimate is large, but depths are great enough that overburden thickness
alone should not be used to argue against fracturing of the Culebra at the
WIPP . The low end of the range is a minimum value based on the unrealistic
assumption of no Cretaceus sedimentation, and conceptual models for other
mechanisms of joint formation suggest greater depths (Engelder, 1985).

Non-systematic joints (the “noise” visible in the rose diagram for Location

3, for example) are probably not related genetically to the major sets, and
may have formed later in response to local changes in the stress field
related to erosion and dissolution. If so, randomly-oriented joints may be
less abundant in subsurface east of the area of outcrop, where stresses are
presumably more uniform. Outcrop observations, however, suggest an increase
in the abundance of non-systematic joints eastward, and Culebra Bluff, which
may have undergone the most deformation related to dissolution, shows the
least variability in joint orientation. Additional field work may help
resolve questions about the origin and distribution of non-systematic joints.

Hydrologic implications fortheWIPP

I believe that the evidence presented here demonstrates that the orientation
of Nash Draw is controlled by the orientation of regional joint sets, which
apparently controlled preferential dissolution and erosion. My field work
does not explain the location of Nash Draw: joint sets are best-developed at
Culebra Bluff west of the Draw, and regional map observations suggest that
the joint sets are present over an area much larger than the Draw.

Outcrop observations provide no direct information about fracturing in the
subsurface at and near the WIPP. I believe, however, based on both outcrop
data and regional map observations, that the same joint sets are present
throughout the area of interest for hydrologic modeling. The major joint
sets formed before modern topography developed, and therefore probably do not
correlate well with the present distribution of overburden above the Rustler
Formation.

I offer essentially no conclusions about the hydrologic significance of
preferred joint orientations in the subsurface at and near the WIPP. Joints
in the subsurface may remain closed until local stresses allow opening, and
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joints that have opened maybe further openedby dissolution or sealedby
precipitation. My outcrop obsenations provide no information relevant to
the subsurface about spatial variability in the density of joints or the
length of individual joint surfaces. Map-scale examination of the morphology
of Nash Draw suggests that west of the WIPP jointing affects groundwater flow
on a several-kilometer scale.
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Figure 7. Strike of High-Angle Joints at Location 5 (Magenta Dolomite in railroad cut, section 18,
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Table 1. Joint OrientationsRecordedfrom Outcrops of the RustlerFormationand the Dewey bke
Red Beds. Locationsare shown on Figures 1 and 2. Strikeorientationsare given in
degrees clockwisefrom true north. Dip orientations,where recorded, were measured
Perpendicularto strikeand are gNen in degrees below horizontalwith the principal
compass directionnoted. The order in which data is presented reflectsthe organization
of my field notes: in some cases I have attempted to group data into sets, but in general
the organizationis not significant.

Location 1. Culebra Bluff,sections2 and 11, T 23S,R28E.

StationA.

Station B.

Station C.

Measurementsrecorded February25, 1992

strike dip strike

42 88s 130
42 85N 129
54 86s 130
47 78N 130

Measurements recorded February 25, 1992

strike dip strike

34 84s 130
40 86s 138
45 85s 144
33 85s 140
35 88s 133
52 80s 130
15 90 150

145

Measurements recorded February 26, 1992

strike dip strike

38 78N 130
28 74N 140
52 87N 145
42 73N 119
38 90 145
60 89S 135
42 85N 130
35 86N 122
75 80N 120
30 62S

dip

82W
88W
90

84E

dip

85W
85E
80W
85W
75W
85W
90
90

dip

85W
85W
82W
88W
80W
70W
55E
42W
28W

D-19



Station D. Measurementsrecorded February26, 1992

strike

55
40
55
40
45
38
30
0

175

dip

85s
85N
90
90
90
90
90
90

75E

strike

145
110
130
135
140
128
120

dip

85W
76W
90

85W
90
90
90

Location2. Culebra Dolomite outcrop in and near roadsidequarry,section 18, T23S,R30E.

Strike orientationsrecorded February26, 1992

35 130 90 0
35 130 90 175
50 150 85
45 150

Strike orientationsrecorded March 10, 1992

47 138 85
42 144 87
43 130 88
50 126 90
38 119 91
46 97
31 77
38
52
44

178
176
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Location3. Culebra Dolomite in section 19, T23S,R30E and section 24, T23S,R29E

Strikeorientationsrecorded March 10, 1992

38
44
20
47
36
42
22
26
49
52
50
34
44
38
28
36
42
36
42
25
26
28
38
41

114
105
128
100
105
104
122
149
154
119
145
114
110
108
154
136
124
126
112
114

78
68
97
72
79
74
94
94
77

Strikeorientationsrecorded March 11, 1992

47 92 146
32 101 132
31 127
29 128
58 124
43
41

177
175
4
174
164
168
17
14
4

11
1
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Location4. Outcrops of Magenta Dolomiteand Forty-NinerMembers of the RustlerFormationin sections
14 and 13, T22S,R29E

Strikeorientationsrecorded February25,1992

44 130
34 128

Strikeorientationsrecorded March 11, 1992

32
41
41
32
46
48
38
38
29
32
29
51
49
44
52
61
46
20
44
51
56
48
34
46
48
47
38
38
40

119
121
142
132
128
136
149
139
136
129
121
109
139
135
134
138
141
136
135
138
130
122

164 100
162 89
169 101
154 78
174 92
154 101
170
158
174
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Location5. Magenta Dolomite inrailroad cut, section 18, T23S,R30E

StrikeorientationsmeasuredMarch 10, 1992

40
38
34
38
52
42
45
40
39
35
44
32
36
30
26
46
34
22
36
38
44
42

105 62 165
126 75 165
132 72 162
136 166
138 150
144 5
105 150
146
122
129
130
109
138
128
129
116
121
119
145
122

Location6. Dewey ~ke Formation,section 15, T22S,R30E (NE of WIPP-25)

Strike orientationsmeasured March 10, 1992

10 100
172 97
169 104
169 90
4 104
3 98
10 109

105
70
5

42
36
46
47
47
42
37
28
24
29
18
20
20
28
55
26
31

135
135
132

155
146
132
141
143
150
112
110
130
138
116
147
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Fracture mapping in Culebra outcrops

As part of the preparation for the sorbing tracer test, we
performed some very preliminary mapping of fractures in the
Culebra Dolomite. We examined several outcroDs where the
Culebra is exposed along the Pecos River near Carlsbad.
Three areas where the unit appears to be exposed in its
entirety were selected for more detailed mapping.

Although we took both dip and strike measurements, most of
the fractures are vertical or near-vertical. Therefore we
used rose diagrams, as shown below, to illustrate fracture
direction. Major trends are NW-SE and NE-SW. In addition,
we observed that most of the outcrops have very pronounced
bedding plane fractures that occur on a scale of approximate-
ly 2“ to 10” apart. The individual dolomite beds themselves
are fractured on scales of less than one inch up to several
feet; the smaller fractures are not continuous vertically,
i.e., these do not cross the bedding plane fractures. There
is no correlation between fracture spacings from one sedi-
mentary bed to the next.

Also, not all outcrops exhibit the same abundance or distri-
bution of fracturing. We observed two outcrops approximately
300’ apart. one of which is highly fractured as described
above. The other is much more intact and contains primarily
the large vertical fractures that cut across the bedding
planes. We photographed these outcrops in some detail in
order to produce a photomosaic: we will notify anyone
expressing an interest when the pictures are ready.

We realize that any correlation between the appearance of the
Culebra Dolomite in outcrops and its subsurface character is
tenuous at best. Nevertheless, it seems that any possible
relation between fracture spacing, aperture, and direction
(as seen in outcrop) and hydrologic behavior must be
examined. We welcome any suggestions and/or directions for
future work on this topic.

CLS/BC
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APPENDIX E
Damkohler Number Calculations and Parameters for Cores C, D, and E
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Tables E-1 and E-2 provide the parameters necessary for calculating Damkohler numbers
for cores C, D, and E. Porosity estimates are based on the core surface maps (Figures 4-3,4-4,
and 4-5). As in Section 2.4, porosity estimates are made by scaling the mean porosity of material

present (Table 2-1 and Appendix A) by the fraction of the core containing that material.

Table E-1. Damkohler Number Calculations for Cores C, D, and E

Core C 1

m Geometry Geometric
Factor

I Bn

Diffusive Specific
Porosity Surface

4. Area
(m)

(~i)
Referto: Table4-1 Sect.2.11 1

I
IC 0.02 layered 2.5 0.10 1

IC.V 0.05 lavered 2.5 0.002 1

T
Bulk Retardation

Density Factor
Pb,n R“

(g/m’) 22
Formation Da,”
Factor (m’/s)
F“

Table2-1 Eq.3-’7

Porosity
Type

Referto:

Half-Block
Size

(i)

Geometry Geometric
Factor
Bn

IC 0.02 layered 2.5

IC,V 0.02 layered 2.5

Diffusive Specific Bulk RetardationFormation D~,~
Porosity Surface Density Factor Factor (m’/s)

4. Area Phfn Rn Fn

I ‘An (g/m’)
(m’/g)

Table4-1ISect.2.1 Ea.2-1 Ea.3-2 ITable2-1I Eq. 3-7

1
0.09 1 2560000 19.1 111 2.7E-12

0.002 1 2820000 1229 104 2.9E-12

Core E

PorosityHalf-BlockGeometryGeometricDiffisiveSpecific Bulk RetardationFormation Da,n
Type Size Factor Porosity Surface Density Factor Factor (m’/s)

B. ‘$” Area Ph,n R“ F“
(:) (g/m’)

(3;)

Referto: Table4-1 Sect.2.1 Eq.2-1 Eq. 3-2 Table 2-1 Eq. 3-7

Ic 0.02 layered 2.5 0.06 1 3000000 28 111 2.7E-12

Ic,v 0.02 layered 2.5 0.01 1 3000000 175 104 2.9E-12
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Table E-1. Damkohler Number Calculations for Cores C, D, and E

Core C
Porosity Half-BlockGeometry Diffusive Non- Reactive Non- Reactive Core Non- Reactive
Type Size Porosityreactive P. reactive Length reactive DaIn

4. P. (7s) DaI.
(:) (tis) (:)

Referto: Table4-1 Eq.3-4 Eq.3-4 Eq.3-9 Eq.3-9 Eq.3-16 Eq.3-16

IC 0.02 layered 0.10 7.69 14 1.7E-08 9.7E-10 0.1 0.15 0.14

IC,V 0.05 layered 0.002 0.11 15 2.9E-09 2.3E-12 0.1 0.003 0.0003

Core D
PorosityHalf-BlockGeometry Diffisive Non- Reactive Non- Reactive Core Non- Reactive
Type Size Porosityreactive Pn reactive Length reactive Dal.

$. P. (7s) DaIn
(i) (7s) (:)

Referto: Table4-1 Eq. 3-4 Eq. 3-4 Eq. 3-9 Eq. 3-9 Eq. 3-16 Eq. 3-16

Ic 0.02 layered 0.09 2.8 5.6 1.7E-08 8.7E-10 0.1 0.06 0.05

Ic,v 0.02 layered 0.002 0.045 5.9 1.8E-08 1.5E-11 0.1 0.02 0.0009

] Core E

\ Porosity
Type

l’===

Half-BlockGeometry Diffisive Non- Reactive Non- Reactive Core Non- Reactiv
Size Porosityreactive P. reactive Length reactive DaI.

4. !3. (7s) Daln
(i) (7s) (:)

Table4-1 Eq. 3-4 Eq. 3-4 Eq. 3-9 Eq. 3-9 Eq. 3-16 Eq. 3-16

Ic 0.02 layered 0.06 0.83 2.5 I 1.7E-08 [ 5.9E-10 I 0.1 0.03 0.02

Ic.v 0.02 laveredI 0.01 0.14 2.5 1.8E-08 1.OE-10 I 0.1 0.02 0.003
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Table E-2. Parameters for Cores

Non-Unit-Specific Parameters for cores

Particle Density p~ (g/m3) 2820000

Porewater Velocity v (m/s) lE-07

K, (m) for a & of 1 6.54E-07

Molecular Diffusion Coefficient in Water D, (m2/s) 3E-10

Core C parameters — Advective Porosity
,

Advective Porosity – @[Table 4-1] 0,01

Specific Surface Area - SA (m2/g) [Eq. 2-2] 0.06

Bulk Density - p~ (g/m3) [Eq. 2-1] 2780000

I Retardation Factor – R [Ea. 3-21 I 9.5 I

Core D parameters — Advective Porosity

Advective Porosity - + [Table 4-1] 0.03

Specific Surface Area - SA (m2/g) [Eq. 2-2] 0.16

Bulk Density - p~ (g/m3) [Eq. 2-1] 2730000
I

Retardation Factor - R [Eq. 3-2] 9.5

Core E parameters — Advective Porosity

Advective Porosity – $ [Table 4-1] 0.08

Specific Surface Area - SA (m2/g) [Eq. 2-2] 0.38

Bulk Density - p~ (g/m3) [Eq. 2-1] 2600000

Retardation Factor - R [Eq. 3-2] 9.4
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